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Dunn falls short in race for UT presidency
Administrator makes
top 10, cut from fmalists
Elizabeth Johnson
Editor-in-Chief
While University President Randy Dunn will
be a part of this weekend's Homecoming activities, it Lc; unsure how much longer he will call
this institution home.
Wruspers, rumors and opinions flooded campus Wednesday when word of Dunn being one
of7l candidates for the top administrative position at University of Tennessee-Knoxville was
publicized.
The gossip multiplied later in the day when
Dunn was announced one ofl5 semifinalists for
the position, which became available when
John Peterson announced his resignation effective June 30.
However, the conversation hushed after the
UT's Presidential Search Advisory Council
met Thursday. The group of 15 semifmalists
was narrowed down to five finalists who were
invited to Knoxville for interview. Although
Dunn made the first cut into the top 10, he is
not an interviewee for the position.
While Dunn is out of the running for the
vacancy, he said makfug it so far in the process
is gratifying.
"I was pleased to know that for a position at
that level, I obviously was a credible and viable
candidate," be said.
Dunn said there are few positions in the
country for which he would consider leaving
the University.
And although lle is happy at the helm of Murray State, Dunn said he coulJ not pass up the
opportunity to submit llis application to
Witt/Kieffer, the private search firm hired by
the UT to assist in filling the position.
"I wanted to go ahead and put my name in
the hat, but it's not the case that I'm applying or
looking for other jobs," he said. "It's just one of
those capstone positions that caused me to
think I should go ahead and apply since it was
available at this point."
After following the developing search to fill
the position, Dunn said lle submitted his materials just before Labor Day. It is tile only application Dunn currently has out, he said.
Dunn was the only actively sitting president
in the L'i semifinalists. He said that uniqueness
harbored strengths.
"1 think being president of a very successful
university at Murray State makes a big differ·
ence. The fact that we're such an outst~nding
school gets the attention of a search consultant

lordie Oetken/The News

University President Randy Dunn was one of 15 semifinalists In the running for the UT·Knoxvllle presidential vacancy. The befjlnning pool was made up of n candidates.
opposed to being at a run of the mill place," he
said.
However, being an administrator at a mid·
major, regional university does have disadvantages, he said.
"I don't have experience being in a leadership position for an institution that has a medical school and hea1thcare system," he said.
"That's a very big difference in being a president at that type of institution, and I obviously
just don't have that."
Constantine Curris, chair of the Board of
Regents, former president of Murray State and
Clemson universities and University of Northern Iowas, as well as the American Association
of State College and Universities, said any type
of search like this is interesting. The position is
for a head of a system, not a campus. he said.
This means the UT-Knoxville president
oversees chancellors the Knoxville, Martin and
Chattanooga campuses, as well as the medical
school.
"You don't know what the priorities (of the

Student-athlete dies
in vehicle accident
Sophie McDonald
Staff writer
The Murray State family suffered
a loss this weekend through tile
dea'th of one of its newest athletes.
Freshman
baseball
player
Thomas McGurk was killed in a car
accident Saturday night after his car
crossed into the path of an oncom·
ing SUV on Johnny Robertson Road
in Calloway County,
..We are all shocked and very saddened by Thomas' loss," baseball
Head Coach Rob McDonald said.
"He hadn't been with us for very
long, but had made ,an impact with
our 'Breds family. I know hls father
talked about how much be loved it
here. We will miss Thomas."
Thomas, from Medina, Ohio,
received a scholarship to pitch for
the 'Breds. His father, Scott
McGurk, said the outgoing teenager
had a big smile, maturity beyond his

years and found everything he
wanted in a college at Murray State.
"When we started looking at
schools, we quickly developed that
he wanted a
rural
school.
with 10,000 to
20,000 students
and
he
also
wanted
heat,"
Scott said. "Up
here in Ohio it's
40 degrees, but
he always wanted
the heat
because
he
Thomas
threw
better
McGurk
when it was 90
or 100 degrees.
He was loving it down there."
Combining Thomas' benchmarks
of an ideal school and their feelings
wllen first visiting campus, Scott
said they knew right away Murray
State was where Thomas belonged.

WHAT'SONLINE

UT search) are, but the qualities that are
important on a campus are not necessarily the
qualities that are important in a system," Curcis said. When you're dealing with a system,
other factors come into play and that varies
from state to state."
Dunn came to Murray State in 2006, starting
his official duties that December.
As president, Dunn has initiated commis·
sions for diversity and inclusion, sustainability
and retention as he has focused on innovating
the University.
.Under his presidency, enrollment has steadily risen, talks of a new library are underway
and more than $50 million has been raised in
the Hold Thy Banner High campaign.
The Board of Regents voted in September to
extend his contract through June 30. 2014. The
revised contract included more vacation days,
but excluded a salary increase.
"(The contract) to me was an entirely separate discussion and based upon my feeling
there's a good chance I'll be staying for some

"When you walked on the campus
you pretty much knew that was the
school for him," Scott said. "Then it
was such a blessing when Coach
Skirka and Coach McDonald called
him, because jt was the school he
wanted and they offe~ed him a
scholarship."
Scott, who coached his son for
several years, said Murray State has
shown his £amily support from the
begion,ing.
"J think it all worked out for him
to go (to Murray (State), and it's
been amazing," he said. "When he
signed up in the summer he got a
letter from an alumnus from Murray
State, and that's one thing, this
school tllls reached out to Tllomas
from day one. You had all the criteria he was looking for and then you
wanted him as well"
Scott said Thomas was an athlete
from childhood.
"From the time he was three you
knew he was going to be an athlete,"
he said. "I came home one day and
here is this 3-year-old boy climbing
up our basketball hoop in his bare
feet. He did things that were amazing. This is from a father, but I like
to think 1 was not so biased all the
time. I think whatever he wanted to
dt.l he could have excelled at it..
Scott said his son joined a summer

'number of years at Murray State," he said. "We
wanted to ensure that I was happy with the
contract and the board was."
Curris and other board members agreed the
contract extension and Dunn's pursuance of
the presidency at UT are unrelated.
Each president is different in terms of career
goals, Curris said. As Curris interprets the situation, Dunn js merely keeping his options
open.
"He's not out actively looking to leave Murray State University, but that there are several
potential positions. for which he would want to
throw his bat into the ring," Curris said. "There
are some presidents who once they get the
position, they're looking at bow they can move
on to another presidency. Then there arc some
who serve in the same position 10 to 15 to 20
years."
Dunn, while remaining open to other opportunities, is happy to be at Murray State, he said.
Contact Johnson at elizabetha.johnson@
nwrraystate.edu.

recreational basketball league to be
with friends and, despite having
never played before, made the allstar team his first year. Thomas also
went out for football his junior and
senior years, and in one game his
father said the young athlete helped
lead the team to a victory, upsetting
local rivalry Brunswick and ending
tlleir opponent's 24-game winning
streak.
"Thomas had this 80-yard touchdown run t~t was opened up by a
wide receiver who happened to be
his best friena," Scott said. "It was
just amazing; he kept looking over
his shoulder and couldn't believe no
one was gaining on him. He was
fast."
•
However, he said, there came a
time when Thomas set aside the
sports he merely enjoyed to pursue
his dream of playing Division I
baseball.
"He had a goal ever since he
became a freshman in high schoolthat he wanted to play Divislon I
baseball," Scott said. "Think about
it, there are only 33 kids to a team
and about 300 Division I programs,
so there's only about 9,000 kids who
can play Division I baseball. It was a
long shot, but be always wanted
that. He worked hard on his own in
the weight room, with his coaches -

whatever he had to do."
Nick Kaplack, bead baseball
coach at Medina High School, 5aid
Thomas set his goals high and was
determined to become a Division I
athlete.
..He told me when he was in
either lOth or 11th grade that he was
going to play Division I baseball,
that was his thing," Kaplack said.
"Thomas said he was going to sign a
Division I scholatsbip, and he did.
He worked really hard to get where
he was, and he was just a really
great kid all around."
Displaying dedication and diScipline throughout high school, the
left-handed pitcher played all four
years including varsity ball his
junior and senior years. As a senior,
he posted a 3.20 ERA with 30 strikeouts in 32 innings.
"You .know there are some kids
that reach a point and they plateau
and never get better, but he ,
improved every year," Scott said.
..He wasn't the greatest on his teams
but he kept getting better and bet·
ter, and when it counted the most he
was there. He had his best performances when you needed him on
the diamond and that was a big part
of his life."
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This week
Today

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

•10 a.m. University Store's Annual

•8 a.m. Rifle vs. Jacksonville State;
Pat Spurgin Rifle Range
•10 a.m. University Stene's Annual
Bargain BOok Sale; Cutris Center
•3 p.m. FootbaU vs. Missouri State:
Roy Stewart Stadium, free with Racercard
•7 p.m. ..A Doll's House" play;
Robert.E. Johnson Theatre, free with
R:icercard
•1:30 p.m. "The Secret ln Their
Eyes" Cinema Intematiooal; Currls
CenterTheater, free

•D a.m. 1\e Journey Cburch; Curris

•10 LID. lDVited Artist: Photographer
Beverly RilgiQS Parker lee:~ Land
Between the ~es; Homeplace, free
... p.m. ~al Blessing the Aai-

The Murray Stare News office at lll Wilson Hall, fax to 809-3175 or e-mail information to thenews@
murraystate.edu.

mals: Paducah Grace Episcopal

l'lease submit events by noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee
all items received will be published.

Ba.rpln Book Sale: Curris Center

•3 p.m. Soccer vs. Te~see Tech;
Cutchiil Field, free with Racerc~d
•7 ~ ".A Doll's House" play;
Robert 'E. Johnson Theatre, free with
Racercard
•7:30 p.m. "The Secret in Their
Eyes" Cinema 1nternational: Curris
Center Theater, free
•7-.JO p.m. AUtec:b Fortnight Festl\'al
presents Miranda Lambert concert

Tuesday

•1 p.m. BaUroom I>andllJ class; Carr
Health Dance Studio, $12.50 with
Racercard
•1'.30 p.m. Guest artist recital from
Middle Tennessee State University;
Performing Arts Hall

Police Beat

September 29

8:38 a.m. A burglary alarm
was activated at the Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery. Murray
State Pollee and the building
coordinator were notified.
Everything was secured and
appeared normal.

10%0FF
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Coming Up
•10 a.m. Saturday, Oct. 16, Festival
of Champions high school band
competition; ROy Stewart Stadium

October 8

-5 p.a Murray .En~ll Stu..
dent Society meetin8; Carr Health
BuUdlni rooan 105, open to JD
e&30 p.a Murray State TeJUlis Club;
PureeD Tennis Courts. qpen to aU
•7-H/ p.m. Worship: BCM BuUdhag.
free
•7:30 p.& "Closet}' Watched
Tralas"; CQI'ris Center '~'beater, free
•1:30 p.m. Murray State Wlild
'Ensemble p:eeents the President's
Concertf l.bTett Auditorium, Cree

ter Ballroom
•11:30 a.m. Oakley Dining Room Luncheon: Applied Science Building, S1
•12:20 p.m. Baptist Campus Ministries Luoclteon; BCM BuUding, $1
•5 p.m. SGA meeting; Ourris Center
Ohio Room: o~n to tbe public
•7:30 p.m. Japanese music concert;
Performing AU$ Hal~ £tee

October I

1 p.m. A caller reported the
city of Murray had a backhoe
parked in · the Kentucky/
Catloway North Lot in the red
zone.
2:21 p.m. Murray State Police
stopped a vehicle for the Murray Police Department at the
corner of 12th and Sharp

•5:90 p.m. Baby Signs sign langu•
class; Aluandet Hall room 2203.
$12.50 with Racercard
e6 p.m. Introduction tO social ballroom dancln~ Paducah Dance Academy, Paducah. free

Thursday

•10 a.m. Fall Career Fair: Cuflis Cen-

7:ll a.m. Facilities Management reported a vehicle
parked in front of the Business Building where they
were planning work. Officers
were notified. The vehicle
was moved and the owner
notified.
2:16p.m. A person accidentally called 911 while trying to
dial off campus at Woods
Hall. Murray State Police
responded nnd reported
everything appeared normal.

Church

Communlty CoU~e; Iacer Field,
free with Racerc:ard
•3:30 p.m. Faculty Showcase Schol·
~ Jtecital: PerformJDa Arts HaU,
S5 with Rac:ercard

•7:30 p.m. Miranda Lambert
Concert

October4
September 28

September 30

8:46 a.m. A caller reported
smoking debris in a walkway
vent near the Curris Center.
The Murray Fire Department,
Murray State Police and the
state fire marshal were notified.
6:46p.m. A caller at Hart College reported occupants stuck
on the second floor in an elevator. Central plant was notified. The elevator was empty
and functioning properly
upon officer :trrival.

or

aacerc:ard
•3 p.m. ~baD vs. Jolta A. Lopo

streets concerning a theft
investigation. The driver was
arrested and the owner was
cited.

September 28

~~~~!~s~- 1111111111

• • p.11L "A DoD's ao.e• play:
Robert E.Jobhson Theatre,~ wkb

Wednesday

•S JJ.m. campus Activities Board
meeting: Curris Center Tennessee
Room; open to the public
-6:30p.m. Murray State Tennis Club;
Purcell Tepnis COurts, open to all

f

Cfloter Ballroom

If you would like an event to appear in
the This Week section, fill out a form in
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lL'0'1 a.m. An officer reported '
possible vehicle accident 'Without
iniuries. No accident actuaUy
occurred; th~ vehicle just rolled
out of its parking spot.

-

10'..24 a.m. A caller reported
the smell of natural gas in
White College. Murray Fire
Department, officers and the
state fire marshal were notified.

October2
12:27 a.m. Racer Patrol reported Lovett Auditorium was
unsecured after the Steven
Curtis Chapman concert. An
officer spoke with a worker
inside who was still working.
5:22 p.m. A caller reported
broken glass in the Regents
College parking lot next to

the first few .parking spots..
Central Plant was notified.

October3
ll'OS a.m. A caller reported

they were stuck in the second
elevator of Hester College on
the fourth floor. An officer
assisted the caller off the ele·
vator.
ll:57 p.m. A caller reported
the smell of marijuana in
White College. Officers were
notified, but were un:tble to
detect the odor. An officer
requested the caller call back
if they notice it again.

12:01 p.m. A caller at Elizabeth
reported
being
College
harassed. Officers were. notified. An officer took a report
for harassing communications.
4:42p.m. A caller requested to
speak with an officer concerning unwanted communications with a family member
at Franklin College. An officer
took an information report.

OctoberS
8:29 a.m. A caller at White
College reported the power
lines outside the building
making a strange sound but
not sparking. Murray Electric
Company was notified.
6:11p.m. A fire alarm was activated at the CFSB Center.
Murray State Police along
with the Murray Fire Department responded. The activation was attributed to a
mechanical flow switch malfunction. No report was taken

and the state tire marshal was
notified.

October6
12:09 a.m. A caller at White
College reported a strange
odor that was possibly electri·
cal. Murray State Police and
Central Plant were notified.
Central Plant reported the
smell was gone upon their
arrival.
15:39 p.m. A culler at White
College reported empty alcohol containers outside the
building. Officers were notified and properly disposed of
the bottles upon arrival.

Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts • 4
Arrests- 1
Assistant News Editor Austin
Ramsey compiles Police Beat
witli materials provide<1 by
Public Safety. Not all dispatched calls are listed.

Attend our recruitment presentation and discover why the
Disney College Program Is an opportunity you just can't miss I

Next to Shoe Carnival

3330 James Sanders Boulevard • In Paducah
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WITH
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Student.s enjoy extended Fall Break
Baley Russell
Contributing writer

1

In the first week of October, Murray State
slid into the colder days with a much-anticipated extended fall Break.
In years past, Fall Break was a Friday off, but
has rect•ntly turned into a two-day holiday.
allowing students from far away to travel home
mid-semester, said Jay Morgan, associate
provost.
"(It was) mainly for students who traveled,
like to New York, Pennsylvania and even St.
Louis is a long drive," Morgan said. "We wanted to give the students a time to go home."
Morgan has been at Murray State for 14
years, and said he previously worked as Faculty Regent-where the decision to make break
longer took place-to the position of associate
provost. Morgan said the decision to extend
Fall Break occurred when students complained.
"Groups of students started coming and asking (me) why we didn't have a fall break as long
as spring break," he said. "There was no way I
could take a week out of the fall semester, but I
started inquiring into it."
The original thought was to begin fall semester a day earlier so they could work in the extra
day for Fall Break, but it was unnecessary.
Morgan said.
"It worked out well," he said. "So I made the
proposal (to University President Randy
Dunn)."
Dunn :~pproved the proposal and Fall Break
was extended . Dunn said the students were not
the only ones desiring a longer break, and faculty and staff seemed to appreciate the extension as well.
"This was really a request that had come up
from the constituenc~· bodies on campus most
notably Faculty Senate and Staff Congress."
Dunn said.
"Faculty Senate had been advocating for
some time to add a day to the Fall Break that
provided them an opportunity for staff to be
able to pick up a day in going to the additional
day starting this year. As long as we were able
to get in the required number of days in the fall

semester pursuant to our accreditation, it really was the case that we were willing to look at
whatever calendar s~:cmcd to have broad support. This is something that had bel'IJ advanced
for years by those two groups.
"I'm glad we were able to work that out
accordingly. I would anticipatl.' as we look at
the future years we'll c:ertainly hav<;• that built
in as a part of the academic calendar. I haven't
run into anyone who's not been supportive of
that. Certainly from thl· students I'd talk to
they were all ready for :1 bre:~k at this point."
Hailey Buth, a rcsidenti.ll advisor at Regents
College and sophomore from Louisville, was
certainly ready for a break and said the extension is a great idea.
"My break was awesome," she said. "It was
the best decision in the universe. I stayed here
because there had to be two RA's in Murray in
case of an emergency. hut I got a lot of home. work done, watched movies and got to sleep in.
My parents got to come down too."
Buth said the beginning of the semester can
be exhausting and just when students start to
lose steam. they get a nice long weekend.
"It's like when you st:~rt thinking, 'OK. I'm
done,' you get fall brc;tk," she :;aid.
Buth is not the only student that supports the
decision. Emily Belt, sophomore from Madisonville, Ky .• agrees.
"I got a chance to go home and work. I'm a
pharmacy tech in Madisonville, and I went
shopping for Homecoming,'' she said.
Belt enjoyed F:~ll Rreak as much as Morgan
had anticipated students would.
"I ~hink it was a good decision," Morgan said,
"Students look like they're more energetic this
week after their hrcak."
With midterms just around the corner, and
the stress of finals approaching quickly after, it
was a good timt! for students to visit home, Belt
said.
"Who wants to go home for a day?" she said.
"It's almost pointless for people who travel to
Lexington or St. louis and people who don't
live near here."
Overall, the Fall Break extention was
received well by students and faculty alike.
Contact Russell at hrussell@murraystate.rdu.

Ot•rek Miller/Tin• N ews

The extended Fall Break leaves a normally busy staircase vacant as students and faculty left campus.

University evaluates domestic partner benefits
John Walker
Staff writer
The University is evaluating the Faculty Senate's request from last spring to implement a
policy offering benefits to domestic partners of
University employees, coming two years after
the University added sexual orientation to its
non·di~crimination policy.
Domestic partner benefits include health
insurance for unmarried opposite and samesex couples who are in committed long-term
relationships.
The University's committee on insurance
and benefits is now evaluating the recommendation.
Chnir of the committee, Ann Beck, said a policy of domestic partner benefits would follow
the growing trend across the country.
"We arc only a couple of years behind other
schools," Beck said. "All the other public

schools (in Kentucky) have this except for
Murray and Morehead."
Beck said creating this type of program
would not only benefit employees. but the University community as a whole.
"This would allow us to sta}' competitive
with our sister schools," she said. "This will be
a part of the constant evaluation we have to
keep recruiting high quality staff and faculty
for Murray State. What we want arc good candidates' so even for the sake of students we
need to provide more for faculty and staff."
Beck said changes in the University's policy
may seem daunting, but they would only be
catching up to steps already taken by other
higher education institutions.
"The census data is showing us the traditional American family only represents 20 percent
of American families," Beck said. "The factors
have changed of what a family looks like. Thi~
is all about familics and their health. not a par-

Workshop series prepares
students as future leaders
Haley Russen
Contributing writer
ln four 'years, college seems to end as quickly as it begins.
Some students have their futures figured out, but others have no
career plans in sight.
Classes. the abundance of curriculum, professors and advisers
are then! to help'students get a solid education. M~ray State is
also providing advice in the job market, with resumes and tips
on standing out.
The leadership workshop series is a 10-session program ranging from Sept. 7 to Nov. 16, is for students and their questions to
help prepare for their futures.
Every Tuesday from S to 6 p.m. in the Curris Center, work-

ticular type of family."
Judy Cofer, co-chair of the President's com·
mission on c;iivcrsity and inclusion said the
benefits would allow University faculty and
staff to live tnore comfortably.
"When we realized this was going to take
place we knew it was right and the school
should do it." Cofer .said. "It's good that this
came from the faculty senate, now we just need
to make it work for the institution."
Cofer said moves toward uomcstic partner
benefits controversial at mnny other public
universities but not as much at Murray Stnte.
"Now there ha~n't been a whole lot of oppo·
sition internally," Cofl•r said . . "Pcoplc realize
this is not an endorst•mcnt of same sex marriage. This will afft•ct only those employees
who want to participatl'."
Cofer said although he is optimistic for thl'
approval of the benefits for faculty and staff, he
is also realistic about the process it must go

shops to help students fmd natural leader~hip skills take place.
With a vast array of topics such as interpersonal skills, creativity and motivation, students lear:n exactly how to hone those
inner communication skills among other keys to succe.-;s.
·
Jessica Weatherford. graduate assistant for the Leadership
Program, said business is more than what people mar think.
"It's not all about the numbers,'' she said.
Weatherford said the leadership Workshop Series is
extremely important because of the help students get with real
world issues.
"just a degree with no experience isn't good, you want training and lcader!ihip development and to get involvt>d and to learn
interpersonal skills and creativity," she said.
Weatherford said qualified speakers talk at each session.
In the creativity session on Sept. 28, Meag:m Pember, senim·
from Murray. was the student guest speaker.
··usually we have faculty members or community leaders
come speak. but Mcagan Pember is a senior and <sht• spoke) a lot
about unleashing your creativity," Weatherford said.
The sl·ries has already covered leadership opportunities,
internships, motivation and creativity. Upcoming workshops
include "lt's All About the People,'' "The Art of listening," and

through before implcmcntation.
"This is a machine and it turns slowly.'' Cl)fcr
said. "That's not a bad thing. If we {Cally
explore this and review it on our own, it could
become a part of this institution. There arc
people at this University who live, work and •
study here. Very few people have only onl' role
at this University."
University President Randy Dunn said
implementing such a plan helps not only current employees, but future employees ns well
Said Dunn: "I think our current staff who
would be impacted by this d~ervc it. I think
future staff will see this as something that tells
something important about the values the university stands for and on that basis I'm sup·
portive of the study and the analysis that's
going on and will bt• very intcn.•stcd in how ,
that proceeds over the course of this year."
Contact Walker at ;ohn.walker@
murraystate,edu.

financial management.
Claire Barnett, freshman from Murray, said the workshop is a
diverse program.
"It sounds like a great opportunity because there's a session
for everybody," she said.
Barnett is a business major and said she understands the
importance of these workshops.
"I'm gl>ing to try and go to a session in the future," she said, "I
think it'll really help me.''
These workshops,helped more than 200 students last semester and Weatherford hopes this series will be as successful.
Weatherford said the program applies to all fields, and there
arc more opportunities for students at Murray State if they sign
up for the leadership programs offered through Student Involvement.
She said there are many ways the students can gain work
experience by meeting leaders of Murray State, such ns University President Randy Dunn and will earn a leadership certilic:~tc
at the end of the semester.
Thl' next workshop titled "It's All About the People,'' will be
hdd at 5 p.m. Tuesday in the Curris Center Barkley Room.
Contact Russell at hrussell@murraystate.cdu.
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Campus Fail Break, Fall Break allows room to breathe
no longer a joke
The ·staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.

(To those who chose not to
study, for shame.)
Studying was not the only occupation for students that stayed in .
Murray over Fall Break. A surprising amount of activities took place
L .pically, when Fall Break
during the four-day weekend. As
arrives to Murray State, students
students and Murray residents
roll their eyes and wave away the
alike rocked out to the Steven Curmid-semester three-day weekend
tis Chapman concert in Lovett
tease. Those few without Friday
Auditorium, the Highland Games
classes were even less amused by
festival was in full swing off camtheir unchanged schedule. This
pus for residents and students to
semester, Murray State surprised
attend. Even with the student popstudents with an extra day added
ulation significantly ' diminished,
to the previously annoyingly short
there was still a lively buzz around
break.
campus.
Instead of needing to skiq a class
Students had the opportunity to
to leave Murray early. students
go camping, spend some .time on
were able to leave Wednesday
after classes or relax until ThursKentucky Lake before it becomes
unbearably cold and got to kick
day morning and drive off into the
sunrise without worries of missed
back at home and read a good
book. We all spent Fall Break difassignments.
ferently.
With four days allotted for Fall
Whether you spent all four days
Break, students had more options
with family, grilling out and catchand could actually enjoy the time
ing up with your parents and siboff from classes.
lings or ventured forth into the
A few unaware souls were surthickening forest out in Land
prised to discover they would not
Between the Lakes, pitched a tent
be missing class by leaving in the
and hiked with friends, there were
middle of the week to begin their
vacation. The welcome extension
adventures to be had.
offered actual time off this year,
Murray State granted students a
with as little as a day added to the
longer break this semester which
original three. As the cold winds
allowed for breathing room and
for a much-needed opportunity to
blew into Murray, eager students
stretch our legs (there's really
drove off to warmer climates.
only so much studying that can be
Of course, there are always cons
(practically inevitable) to every
done before someone goes stir
crazy).
pro.
And so, from The Murray State
As per usual, exams were
News editorial board, thank you
administered and projects were
due before the extended holiday.
Murray State for the much needed
Fall Break extension. Students
And as expected, exams and critiques were scheduled for the ftrst · spend their days putting pen to
paper, nosing through books and
few days back from the rest. While
compiling information on the
some students were escaping the
incoming cold, others hunkered
computer and in their packed
minds and deserve the gift.
down in their apartments. dorms
and homes with a reluctant sigh
Before the extension, Fall Break
was like a bad joke. Thanks for the
and p111led out their books to study
for their upcoming tests.
improvement.

lllltlloy•ailk ...

Would you rath~r have exams before
or after Fall Break?
"Definitely before, that way you don't
feel like you have this weight on your
shoulders and you can enjoy your
break."

Sarah Wylie • Paducah
junior
"I don't think it should really matter.
The exams are usually made aware at
the beginning of the semester so it's
your choice whether you want to study
in advance or not. You should be ready
at all times."
Knstin Reffett • Evansville, Ind.
graduate student
"It shouldn't matter. Students will have
to prepare no matter what. To all the
procrastinators out there, shut up and
study."

Paco Long Mendez • Battle Creek, Miss.
senior
Dl'r£'k Millcr/7hf' New~
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Campus Voice

Concert dream disappointment
I'm not
going to
b e a t
around
the bush; I
am a huge
30
Seconds to
Mars fan.
Every
so
often, a
Drew Hursey
n
e w
Assistant Sports
album
is
Editor
released
a
n
d
before I realize it, six months
will pass and the CD is still in
my stereo system. The summer
before my freshman year of
college, 30 Seconds to Mars'
album "A Beautiful Lie" ended
up as the soundtrack to my
suinmer (and yes, I just ripped
off Boys Like Girls lyrics).
Needless to say, when I found
out they were coming to Murray, I was, for lack of better
words, super stoked. I can
remember ttying to get to one
of their concerts for an entire
year, but never being able to
find a time suitable to drive to
one of their venues.
During this time, my friend
Stephen went to study in Utah
for a semester. Because Utah is
fairly close to California
(where the band is from), there
seemed to be concerts performed by the band every
month.
My friend not only got to sec
tnem in concert three times,
but also got to meet and hang
out with the band. Hearing sto-

ries of how great 30 Seconds to
Mars is live and how much fun
he'd had at their concerts, 1
became possessed with envy; it
fueled my desire to see them
even more, but again, nothing
ever seemed to work out in my
favor.
I carne to the conclusion, I
would probably never get to
see them live; I mean, they are
not the world's biggest band, so
my options for getting to see
them play were limited.
Then, it happened. 30 Seconds to Mars was set to come
to Murray State.
No longer was I stuck in the
days of trying to figure out how
I could drive to Atlanta on a
Monday night in the middle of
October and get back before
class the next day. They were
coming to the university I
attended, and for $10. How
lucky could I be?
On top of everything else,
they were arriving six days
after my birthday. I felt as if
Murray State wanted to give
. me a birthday present in recognition of my five years of being
a loyal student and arduous
supporter of everything Murray State.
A friend even bought my
ticket as a birthday present,
and I didn't even have to convince her to do it; it was out of
the kindness of her heart.
The stars were lining up perfectly.
I started counting down the
days: 7, 6, 5, 4 ...
The news broke as I sat at

home over Fall Break: 30 Seconds to Mars was no longer
coming to Murray; the entire
MTV-U Campus Invasion
event was canceled.
Oh, the disappointment, the
heartbreak!
Years of waiting and wishing
to see them were about to
come to fruition, and then, as if
Jared Leto decided to play a
cruel joke on me alone, the
cancellation happened.
I do not know exactly
how it went awry, but it did.
Am l still a fan? Absolutely. Did
I contemplate burning their
CD's in a fit of rage? No,
because I'm not crazy.
Personally, I just want to
know why they canceled the
event, and I'm not talking about
some politically correct answer
generated in a minute.
I would love if the band
released a statement on what
led to the choices of cancelling
the concert. If they thought
they were too big for Murray
State, fine.
Maybe they were intimidated, being a band from California, coming to play a concert in
the Bible Belt of America.
Whatever it is, I think Murray
State, and more importantly
myself, deserve to know.
I'm sure I will never find out
the real reason for the cancellation, so I guess it's back to looking at their concert schedule
for some time feasible for me
to pretend I'm going to actually
sec them. One day, 30 Seconds
to Mars, one day.
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Financial literacy
is a.necessity.

SA
Jeers to -

CIJeers to _ Starbooks and
their plan to
upgrade from
the small coffee
cups to the
m e d i u m almost-large
cups. And no price
change, yay!

~ :e;~

bicycle rack
outside of
Eliza b e t h
Collep. Hop
on those bikes, Murray
State students, and let's

cheers
~
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Being
of stocks I was looking to invest
educated
in. Ratios such as the current
a
n
d
ratio, used to test. how liquid a
informed
company is, are useful for stock
go for a ride.
about finaninvesting. They would have
Chen to - HIV+
cial terms is
been great to know and implecharacters
on
an asset in
ment before I made some
African
versions
of
today's coninvesting decisions.
Sesame
Street.
voluted
Of course stock investing is
AwareneiiS ls key to
economy.
only one facet of the financial
Caleb Fore
educating children.
Being familworld. loans, credit cards and
Junior from
iar
with
planning for retirement are
Louisville
terms such
challenges almost every person
as annuity.
must •plan for fmancially. Most
rate of return, IRA and diversifistudents already have loans
cation are all essential to effecthey are paying off or at least
they will be obligated to pay for
tively building wealth and managing money.
in the near future.
This is why the Finance and
There are key components of
Economics Society is strongly
loans that you should be
advocating familiarity with
informed about: whether your
Current Senate Minority
financial terms and practices.
loan is subsidized, whether it
Leader
Mitch McConnell has
Between the dates of Oct. 1
has a fLxed or variable rate and
been
one
of our state's senators
through Oct. 15 a drawing for an
if you are able to pay off addiHe has centered
for
26
years.
iPad is taking place for particitional principle each month.
his
political
career
around propants who fill out the cash
If your loan is subsidized,
moting
himself
as
the chief
course quiz. The
online
then the government or another
defender
of
"money
is
speech."
entry form is found at
party
pay for the interest
Our
country
is
a
pathetic
http~//campus.murraystate.edu
until you are able to pay yourexample
of
a
represe~tative
/ org/ racer-nomics and the
self. For student loans, the govanswers
are
found
at
ernment usually pays the inter- democracy when millionaires
and billionaires can sway elecwww.cashcoursc.org/ msu. The
est for four or five years until
tions so the results favor the
purpose of this quiz and drawyou graduate. Then, you are
contributors' selfish self-intering is to educate students about
responsible to pay off the loan
ests. When those with the gold
budgeting, financial planning,
and any interest thereafter.
.make the rules, we call that
credit and debit cards, saving
FLxed and variable interest rates
type of government a plutocraare another key compom•nt of
money, planning for retirement
cy: government of the rich, by
loans.
·
and much more. All of these
the rich. for the rich. Plutocrats
A fixed interest rate loan is
tools will help you become a
run roughshod over the majorifinancially stable individual no
one where the interest rate does ty middle class and poor.
matter what career field you
not change for the duration of
Individual/corporate greed
pursue.
the loan.
and money in politics are
If you agreed to a five percent killing America. Two of the
As a student in Financial
Planning 1 can persopally attest • interest rate when you signed most absurd Supreme Court
to the benefits of knowing
the papel'IS, then the inttrest rulings passed' down are:
about finance and using that
rate will stay at that level for the money is speech and corporaknowledge to make money.
entirety of the loan. Conversely, tions are people.
Three years ago, I opened an
a variable interest ~rate loan is
Both rulings favor wealthy
online stock trading account
one subject to change.
self-interests at the expense of
and 1 would invest any spare
Usually whoever issued yQu everyone else.
money 1 had every month. I
the loan will assess the market
I thought the Supreme Court
started out having no idea what
interest rates at the end of each was supposed to be the impar1 was doing. But I would read
y_ear and change your rate r tial branch of government that
stock reports provided by my
accordingly, whether higher or made sure our nation lived up
online stock trading company,
lower. A flxed interest rate loan to its professed "justice for all"
look up financial terms and use
is typically considered to be the ideals.
basic analysis on stock charts to
favorable type of loan. Being
Senator McConnell is no
able to make informed deci- friend of the majority middle
make an assessment on what
stocks seemed profitable.
sions about financial commit- class and poor. That is one
Through the years, I learned
ments will ensure confidence good reason voters all over
from my mistakes and I have
about where your money is Kentucky should vote for Jack
flowing and why it is flowing Conway and make sure "just
figured out what to look for and
what to avoid. On average I have
there. If you desire more infor- say no" McConnell never
generated a much higher profit
mation, take some finance becomes Senate Majority
than would be available at a
classes here at Murray State Leader.
University.
bank or other financial instituPaul Whiteley,
tion.
Finance 330 is Principles of
non-student from Louisville
However, if I would have
Finance and is a very informaknown more about finance
tive class with real life applica- .
before I started my endeavor,
tions.
then I could have made a much
Through financial literacy
more educated and ultimately
you can make an effort to edulucrative decision.
cate yourself about finance,
For example, if I would have
possibly win an iPad and more
known and been able to interimportantly, you can make
pret financial ratios then I could
knowledgeable financial decihave made a ,better evaluation
sions throughout your life.

~

jah PhUiips for
not posting a
video preview for
this week's edition of The Murray State News.
Slackers.

Political speech Sports fan base
is too costly
dependent upon
ability to win
(In respollse to the Sept. 17 letter "Impolite behavior present
at Racer sporting event")
To sum up Cornelius Hocker's point, he finds it offensive
that Racer fans Jcave games
early if there is no hope of winning.
Here's the deal: I am a passionate sports fan. I follow the
Indianapolis Colts, the St. Louis
Cardinals and the all Fighting
Illini sports. It's pretty easy
being a Colts fan, most of the
time, but being a fan of the Illini and the Cardinals can be
hard at times.
It is the right of any fan to
walk out of their team's games
if that team is not playing up to
par that week, especially
because fans pay to see the
event. It is fhe obligation of
that team to perform their best
to make sure they win and keep
fan morale up.
Is it better for fans to have
the mentality of "Oh, it's
alright. You'll get 'em next
time. Don't worry about it." Or
to have the mentality of "You
better play well and win.
There's a reputation and championship on the line?"
I was raised on wrestling and
to give 110 percent at all times.
If I am not performing to the
best of my ability, I have no
problem being kept accountable to that.
It's just part of the game; win
and you'll have fans, lose and
you won't.
Mark Thomas,
senior from Harrisburg, Ill.

Contributions for the Oct. IS
edition must be submitted no
later than Monday afternoon.

Check it!

KidS At Play

by Alex Lane

• The Newt Facebook opinion forum:.
Share your thoughts about articles,
current events or campus happenings.

By The Numbers is now
exclusively online at
thenews.or9

What is your
favorite
part of
Homecoming?
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South
Korea.
Now popuJar and
expensive. My oh my.
]een to_ Nolan ad Eli-

letters ·letters •letters

will

Randomly Penciled

cops in New
Mexico who raid~ ed
Montessori
School's
greenhouse, expecti.Dg
pot, and only finding
to matoes.
Paranoid much?
Jeers to_ the kimchi
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Next week will
mark my first
ever art convention, Mid America Print Conference (more commonly known as
MAPC). Needless
to say, I'm on the

Casey Bradley edge of my seat
Opinion Editor

with anticipation.
As soon as I hit
Minneapolis I wiH be surrounded
by practicing artists and like-minded students. At registration I will
hand over a small stack of prints for
an exchange, and I look forward to
the collection of art I will receive
afterward:
The theme of the print exchange
this year is "Old World, New World"
and this has had me feeling a bit
nostalgic. Oh sure, images of robots
and dinosaurs have paraded
through my thoughts, but I've had
memories of my youth flooding my
mind.
My childhood, my old world, was
filled with moving. OK, I've only
lived in three different states, but
what stands out in my memories arc
the times spent moving between
houses. <It probably has something
to do with receiving a new sibling in
each new city, no lie.)
1
From San Fransisco (OK, we
moved away when I was 2-yearsold. I don't remember m'uch) to
Murray to Terre Haute, Ind. and
finally to Fort Thomas, Ky., I will
never forget bouncing around from
state to state. When mentioning
something in the past, anything old
or archaic, I always think of my old
homes. Before Facebook. 1 kept up
correspondences with a handful of
old friends, exchanging wishful letters and hurried doodles.
Today I really only have one written correspondence continuing
.< excluding the occasional letter
back and forth with my grandmother). Sure, I drop the spontaneour;
message to old friends through
Facebook, but really, that's not the
same. The new world which has
replaced my old world is nothing in
comparison.
I love all traditional art techniques. Hand-written letters always
win out over e-mails, and though I
own and love my Kindle, I still continue to collect and read books.
When it comes to art, I'm drawn to
traditional methods of art-making,
like drawing and print making.
Putting a pencil or pen to the textured surface of paper is enchanting. And the processes involved in
making etchings, lithographs and
books captivate me.
(Draw on limestone with crayon,
rub on some gum arabic and you
can add ink and make multiple
copies of that drawing? Pure magic.)
Next week I will be advancing
into a new world and loving every
minute. And yet I will still remem~ ber the old world. The one in which
I was 5-years-old, scribbling monsters and stick flowers along a massive roll of paper my father brought
home.
Hello new world, get used to my
friend old world. We're kind of
tight.
1

Contact Bradley at
bradley@murraystate.edu.

casey.
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Pall Majors Pair•~

Tbe Prov<Mit's office IDAOUDCM the ~ rot ~lc
Advisiq will host I "Pall Ma)Qrs Pair.•
The eveD.C is intenaed to Pf.'OVldtt stu. . who are ......
about a major with u opportunity to meet with f~
cuss their major aQd ~le job opportunldel.
Held on Ott. 20. ID the Curds CeDter small~&.
~ to 4. p.m., 1M fair II pared.~ ttUdonts wbo ba.ve •

to•

undeclal'ed major or ce UDSUre about their~-
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Students gather at Rutgers University to mourn the death of Tyler Clementi, a gay Rutgers student who killed himself after belno cyber-bullied.

Gay teen suicides create
a 'teachable moment'

·University institutes
safe zone program
1

I Nick Resid e
News Editor

Associated Press
Often feeling marginalized in political discourse or grousing
they are used as political pawns. the gay community has the
nation's attention - and :;ympathy - after a recent spate of
tcc.>nilge suicides and two apparent anti-gay attacks.
Several teenagers committed suicide in the past few weeks,
including Rutgers college student Tyler Clementi, who jumped
off a bridge into the Hudson River after, prosecutors say, his
roommate and a friend secretly streamed his sexual encounter
with a man on the web.
New York police reported two anti-gay assaults over the
weekend, including one at the bar where riots credited with the
birth of the modern gay rights movement took place.
Sympathy and outrage have manifested themselves in campus
vigils, viral videos hy the likes of Ellen DeGcneres, a call for
awareness by comedian Margaret Cho on "Oancing With the
Stars" and even state legislation addressing the New Jersey case.
Politicians including Senators Frank Lautenberg and Robert
Menendez were attending a '"statewide town meeting" at Rutgers on Wednesday night in honor of Clementi and bullying victims dsewhcre in New Jersey.
Political strategists said they think the tears and reflection
might be an opportunity to advance gay rights.
"Every once in a while, there's something about the victim and
the way it happens that transfers from tragedy into a teachable
moment," said Richard Socarides, an adviser to former President
Bill Clinton on gay and lesbian issues.
It's not a moment of optimism for all gay rights activists.
"There have been many high-profile incidents of adolescent
suicide, even pre-adolescent suicide where kids have ended their
own lives because of despair .md hopelessness," said Ethan Geto,
a lobbyist who works on gay rights issues. 'This has not yet led
to a comprehensive, truly meaningful social-slash-governmental
reaction."
Billy Kluttz. a co-president of the gay student organization at
the University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill. said his organization held a vigil Thursday to remember the suicide and assault
victims and spread awareness of violence that can confront
young gays.

He said strai~ht students have hecn sympathetic about
Clementi's death.
"People nre more receptive," Kluttz, a junior from Concord,
N.C.. said. "We use that fur building more ally support.'"
Suicide, like bullying, has long been a major concern among
rights groups and carefully tracked by gay-oriented media outlets, but the widespread attention is new, even as fmmerly farfetched ideas like legalized gay marriage have become reality In
some places.
'"While we have openly gay politicians and gay characters on
television. the reality of life still seems dire for some of these
young people," said Michael Cole, spokesman fliT Human Rights
Campaign. a national gay rights group. Despite increasing tolerance for gays on some fronts, the most-heard insult at schools is,
"'That's so gay,"' he said.
Hate-crime laws ~:arne into being in several states after
Matthew Shepard, a 21-ycar-old gay student at the University of
Wyoming, was found beaten and tied to a remote fence post in
1998.
Since then, gay rights have become a mainstay in the national
political conversation but marriage and the military have seen
key court victories in both areas.
Former Clinton adviser Socarides, now a lawyer in New York.
said the suicides can demonstrate why gays should be allowed to
marry, join the military and work without fear of being fired
because of their sexual orientation.
''When rou .speak out for full equality now, as opposed to partial equality, or incremental equality, you send a message to
everybody, including the bullies. thai everyone is equal," he said.
ln New Jersey, lawmakers arc preparing to introduce a biJI to
toughen the state's anti-bullying laws. That push was under way
months ago, before Clementi's suicide gave the problem a public
face.
Steven Goldstein, chairman of the gay rights group Garden
State Equality, said it is possible the bill will be adopted more
quickly because of Clementi's death.
·
Said Goldstein: "Any tragedy points out the need for action,
but believe me, we'd rather not have this tragedies happen at all.
Don't we elect our public ofticials to have foresight and vision to '
prevent tragedy?"
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Beverly Lemons, Owner
Phone (270 ) 753-5544
Fax: (270 ) 753·5545
redbatn9lf'ts.com

The University of Kentucky's physical therapy
program at the UK Center for Excellence in Rural
Health-Hazard is currently accepting applil'ations
for admission to the litll2011 semester.
The doctoral-level program is housed within the
57,000-square-foot Bailcy-St umbo Building, where
students receive an advanced cducatio~ \Yith smaller
class sizes. Up to 16 students per yeaJ" are ac~epted
into the program.
As part of the Center for Excellence in Rural
Health-Hazard, the program also is able to provide
advanced technology. contemporary student study
a1'cas and on-site student services.
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Murray State is instituting a safe zone program allowing faculty and staff members to post banners in their offices and work
areas to indicate a safe place for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) students concerned about bullying and discrimination.
Jody Cofer, LGBT liaison and program specialist for undergraduate research and scholarly activity, helped institute the
program. The·program will begin Monday to celebrate National Coming-Out Day.
"Safe zones are beginning to happen more and more commonly across the country," he said. "It's certainly not a new
approach to making campuses more LGBT inclusive but it is
something that Murray State needs to do and I'm glad to see
that we are."
Cofer said LGBT bullying is on the rise in educational settings, but said the program is not being launched in response to
the recent suicide of Tyler Clementi, the Rutgers student who
fell victim to cyber-bullying when his sexual encounter with
another male student was broadcast via webcam.
"We've been talking about doing this for a while, so you could
say (Clementi's suicide) correlates in some way, but it is not in
r~nse to that." he said. "But we are seeigg (an increase in
bullying) obviously, so it gave more reason to go ahead and take
a proactive step on this campus."
Student group Murray State Alliance and LGBT services, a
program in student affairs, coordinated the project.
"Alliance is going to be doing a lot of the heavy lifting," Cofer
said. "They're going to be the ones that help by sending out letters to faculty, going around to every Lt•;loling and talking to
faculty. The students are going to do the manpower on it since
we don't have a center and a staff."
Christopher Morehead. public relations officer for Murray
State Alliance and senior from Paducah, is grateful for the safe
zones, but cited the need for an LGBT center on campus.
Said Morehead: "I feel that the safe zones are very important
for Murray State to make LGBT members feel that they have a
plact: to go, somewhere that they can go and someone to talk
to."
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Church blesses local animals
Jessica B aynes
Staff writer
A host of cats, dogs, a chicken, a rooster, a
snake and a rabbit gathered (with their owners) at the Memorial Garden at St. John's Epis·
copal Church Sunday afternoon for a blessing
ceremony.
Some animals were in car.riers. others, not
able to be present, were represented with photographs. Well-behaved cats and dogs sat qui·
etly to listen to the Rev. Matthew Bradley
speak about celebrating animals and their
import:mcc in God's world.
In circular seating around the garden,
Bradley said a short prayer and blessed each
animal in recognition of Saint Francis of
Assisi's feast, nationally known as World Ani·
mal Day. Mter each animal was ble.c;sed, they
were welcome to treats and to meet the other
animals.
The Feast of Saint Francis· started as a
Catholic practice in the 12th ct.•ntury but now
churches of various denominations have
adopted their own ceremonies to celebrate
their pets.

Bradley said he has performed the animal
blessings for three years. He said during his
most memorable animal blessing, a stray dog
wandered up to the Memorial Garden area, as
if he were drawn to the teremony.
Barbara Cobb, associate professor of English
and philos<.lphy, attended the ceremony with
dogs Sally and Curry. Cobb said she believes
the ceremony has a positive influence on the
owners.
"l think it's a good way to remind us of both
our privileges and our responsibility with our
animals," Cobb said. 'They are our best
friends."
Bradley said he believes the experiences are
good for the members because their animals
play such an important role in their lives.
Said Bradley: "What we are doing is asking
God to be involved in the lives of these creatures and to bless them for the service they
provide us, whether that's love and companionship, or in the sense of a farm animal, for the
working alongside of the people or providing
for our sustenance."
Contact Haynes at jessica.haynes@)
murraystate.edu.

Murray residents and their furry companions walt outside Sl John's church for Bradley's blessi119-

Photos by Derek Mrller/The Ne";'s

The Rev. Matthew Bradley' blesses arooster Saturday at Sl John's Episcopal Church's annual blessi119 of the animals event In Murray.

Libby, a therapy cat used In hospitals and nursing ~omes. patiently awaits her.blessinq.

Henderson campus offers accelerated MBA program
Ben Morrow
Contributing writer
Murray State bas started an acc<!leratcd master's in business administration program for
working business professionals at its satellite
campus in llcndctson, Ky., exte nding the program currently offered at the Madisonville, Ky..
site.
The program, \~hich is designed to cuver 18
months of study, hcgan this fall . Mike Freels,
director of the Henderson campus. said the
program is part of a larger ongoi ng project for
Murray State..
"Madisonville ht1J a l'Ohort that finishel.l last
spring, and in the meantime Wl~'vc hcen working on putting <one ) tvgcther for a lillie over a
year,'' he said. "After we get ours started, 1
believe the next goal is to start forming :l
cohort for Paducah."
Freels said the pr\1gram e nables profession-

als unable to attend Murray State's main ..:ampus better access to 11 quality MBA dcgn.·c and
job prospects.
"The pl.>ople that have been recruited for this
(program) are people that arc already in existing jobs and people who have a background of
experience in business," he said.
Frcds said he has heard of Madis<mvillc students who have received promotions .1nd <Jther
job offers while enrolled in the progr:1m. He
:;aid he believi!S a stagnant economy has motivated business professionals to return to high·
er education to holster their careers.
"We've had a tre mendous response (and) a
lot of inquiries," he said. "I think right now the
thing that's affecting enrollment the most is
just the general condition of the economy and
what it has done tu businesses. When business·
es start scaling back how they spend money.
one of the things that tends to get hit first is
educational services."

Curves works . For you and
your budget.
There's never befon a better lime to join than during Curves Breast
Cancer Awareness month. But act fast: these 1~1als won't last
long! call tod •y for detot ls

Join for $o with proof of mammogram or
donation to Breast Cancer Research.

Freels also applauded the h:mds-on nature of
the program. •
"It is very important to me to note that this is
an on-site program," he said. ''The program
does not rely on online course work. I was very
happy that the business department is making a
program available, especially off campus.
where students can be with their professors
face-to·face for every single class meeting."
Freels said .interested students $till have time
to enter the MBA program this semester.
~currently we have 15 (students) that just
started the class," }-' reels said. "We are also
keeping enrollment open right now. Students
can still get in until Christmas break, and at
that point Wl~ will cut (enrollment) off
absolutely."
University President Randy Dunn is supportive of the program. He said the program gives
the Henderson campus a competitive edge.
"IC you look nationally, this is a professional

degree in a delivery format that's really hot in
many places acn)SS the country right now,''
Dunn said. "What we want to do is use this program and others like it to rotate around the
regional campuses.
"We had been talking with community business leaders in Henderson since early last
spring about whether they thought there was
sufficient interest within that community to
support the number of new masters students
we would need to make a go of it. The chamber
of commerce (and) community leadership up
in Henderson, along with our own college of
business faculty and staff worked very hard to
build support up there and are really excited
that we're delivering this up in Henderson."
students
can
visit
Interested
www.murraystate.edu/henderson for enroll·
ment information.
·
Contact Morrow at michael.morrow@
murraystate.edu.

SIGMA PI IS PROUD OF OUR
DELTA BETA PLEDGE CLASS:
Nick Barron
Chase Collomp
Ryan Johnson
Joel Kirschbaum

WELCOME BACK SIGMA PI ALUMNI
Contact our Ah.;rnnt Club at SigmaPiAlumni@hotrnai .com or look for LIS on Facebook at
·s,gma p, Fratem1ty at Murray State Un1verslty"
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Just a Bit Outside

My dream team

The showdown at Stewart Stadium
MISSOURI STATE

sense.
nack at square 1>nc. 1 didn't know what
to do. That is until my assistant, Drew
Hursey. had a lightbulb moment. I should I
assemble the greatest team of sports j •
movie football players the world has
known. For lack of space and time
though, 1 would hav~ just enough room
to cover the offense this week.
So with no further adieu, here we. gu.
Q.B - Shane "Footsteps" Falco, "The
Replacements" - Let me just .say if acting
talent mattered at all to this list, Keanu
Reeves wouldn't even be holding a clipboard for my squad. Playing a washed out
ex-college superstar, Reeves docs everything in his power to ruin this movie for
me including staring blankly at the
screen for extended pt>riods of. time
while channeling the same character he's '
used in every movie he's been in. As far
as lovable loser goes though, Falco is sec-'
ond to none and, heck. Gene Hackman
says he has heart. That's enough for .me.
RB • Boobie Miles, "Friday Night
Lights" - This was a hard choice for me
because Miles blew out his knee in high
·:.~~.90!. tiut given the chance, I think he
'· ~d ~biDe 'for my team. He's not the
~iggest or the fastest, but he brings ver·
satility and that's what 1 like in a run·
ningback. As far as what he brings to the
table. his uncle said it best: ~He can
block, tackle. score the touchduwn, snap
the ball and kick the extra point. Hell, the
boy will till up the Gatorade cooler, walk
the dog and paint your back porch." Sold!
FB - Julian Wnshington, "Any Given
Sunday" • He may not carry the ball
much, but your fullback needs to be
tough and 1 can't think of anyone tougher
than L. L. Cool J. The dudt· h•ts an eight·
pack, carries a gun, snorts cocaine off of
hookers. .killed a shark, pimp-smacked
Michael Meyers and is a S.W.A.T. team
member in his spare time. Yeah.
WR- Forrcs~ Gump, "Forrest Gump"I feel like. I shouldn't even have to explain
this pick but 1will anyway. Forrest Gump
is the best character in the history of
movies and I'll stand behind that until the
day I die. He's also really fast, seeing as
he beat a truck in a foot race. Yes, he
raced a truck ... and won. Beating a horse
doesn't fed as impressive now does it,
Ochocinco. Plus he played at Alabama
and is the fastest S.O.B. Coach Bear
Bryant has ever seen. Good enough.
WR - Charlie Tweeter, "Varsity
Blues" - As far as talent goes Tweeter
shouldn't be on this list. His only claim to
fame came from playing high school foot·
baJJ in Texas and catching passes from
the Crecltvia James VanDer Reck. When
that's all of you've got going for you, you
better watch out. Plus he's tiny (like
5-foot-6) which usually doesn't help a
receiver but there is hope. Tweeter
wouldn't do much stats·wise, but he
would be the glue to hold my team
together, would keep everyone loose and
at least provide some personality to make
up for the general Jack of emotion shown
by Reeves.
TE - Brian Murphy. "The Replacements" - The dude is legit and that's all I
have to say. Although he may be deaf, he
should have been a first round pick out of
college, and is probably the only reliable
player on the team. While the other players arc getting drunk and fighting, he'll be
the voice of reason.
Coach • Gordun nombay, "Mighty ,
Ducks" franchise ·This took some thinking (lUtside of the box, but I'm fairly confident with my choice of Bombay as the
coach of my squad. Although hockey and
footba ll have little in common, jf he can
tak~ that rag·tag group of kids, win the
the league title and then somehow turn
them all into olympic athletes then, I
think he is nothing short of a miracle
worker. Thttt, and "D2" is one of my
favorite movies ever.
Contact
Waddell
at
gregory.
wadd!ll@murraystate.edu.
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KEY MATCHUPS:
In Key Matchups football writer Dylan Stinson breaks down what he thinks are the battles to watch
for during the Homecoming game versus Missouri State and gives his opinion on the outcome ofeach.

Arthur Brackett and Marcus Harris vs. Jimmie Strong and Howard Scarborough
Redshirt freshman Arthur Brackett. Murray State's leading receiver, was
named OVC Newcomer of the Week last week for his performance against
Jacksonville State. Brackett caught 13 passes for 96 ya~ds against the Gamecocks. .Bract<ett has had a stellar season thus far, catching 38 passes for 326
yards and two touchdowns.
Senior Marcus Harris made history last weekend against Jacksonville State
when he caught eight passes for 99 yards to boost his total career
receptions to 154, surpassing former teammate Derrick Townsel for ~
the school record. Harris has caught 22 passes for 230 yards this sea'
SOIL Missouri State cornerback Jimmie Strong has only eight tackles
l
on the li.~l}lorilftt leads the Bears' defense with two interceptions.
Howard ~rougl}. ~.22 tackles, 19 of those bcins solo.

My View: Scarborough and Strong are p tough cornerback duo, but Brackett
abd Harris' athleticism will be too much for them to handle.

The Edge: Murray State

Jeff Ehrhardt and Casey Brockman vs. Antoine Wilkinson
If senior quarter back Jeff Ehrhardt, who needs just five yards to
eclipse 1,000 passing yards this season while adding six touchdowns,
continues to operate the air attack, sophomore quarterback Casey
Brockman may do his damage on the ground as Murray State's best kept
secret. The team's second leading rusher with 136 yards and three scores.
Brockman completed 23 out of 36 passes for 197 yards last week and
rushed 17 times for 65 yards and two touchdowns against No.3 ranked Jacksonville State.
Looking to put a stop to Murray State's two-headed quarterback attack is Missou ri State's
senior linebacker Antoine Wilkinson. Wilkinson was the 2009 Missouri Valley Football
Conference Newcomer of the Year and earned First-Team All·MVFC. He was also named
Missouri State's 2009 defensive MVP. So far this season Wilkinson has 25 tackles, five of those
being for loss.

My View: Ehrhardt and Brockman are quite a pair, and each bring different strengths to
Murray State's offense, but two is not always better than one and Wilkinson will prove that
on Saturday.

The Edge: Missouri State

Murray State secondary vs. Cody Kirby
Junior safety Erik Fennel has 32 total tackles this season. with 17
of those being solo tackles. Junior cornerback Nathan Brinkley is second (In Murray State's defense with 31 tackles
and three interceptions. On the other sideline, Mis·
souri State quarterback Cody Kirby has completed 75
out 136 passes for 965 yards and six touchdowns. Kirby also leads the
Bears in rushing scores, with five.

My View: Kirby has five rushing touchdowns, but only avCIages 36 rushing yards per game. The pressure he will feel
from the secondary will force him to rely on his legs more
than his ann, which will not be to his advantage.

The Edge: Murray State
Murray State vs. Itself
In my opinion, Murray State's biggest enemy this season has been itself. The Racers have struggled with consiste ncy on
both sides of the ball and have made small errors that have added up to cost them games. T hey have eight fumbles on the
season. 265 yards in p~nalties and are 27 of 84 on th ird down conversions. For Murray State to beat Missouri State this Saturday. they need to worry about overcoming their mistakes before anything else. If they can do that. a win is not out o f the
question.
Murrny State photos hy Rick Burre51The New~; Missouri State photo~ courh..-sy ol Mtssouri State athletics

PREDICTION: MURRAY STATE 28-21
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The Great Outdoors

Low water stacks creek fish
I was shocked
at the tournament
results
from Kentucky
, and
Barkley
lakes last weekend. Weights in
the single digits
and low teens
Steve
were enough to
Miller
win the ones I
heard
about. Outdoor columnist
This is unusual
for the great flSheries, but when some
of the best sticks around cannot crack
the 15-pound mark in a tournament,
the bite is tough.
'
Yet the tough fishing will not stop
the torrent of tournament anglers on
the lakes this weekend. The tournaments are 200-300 boat fields. With
all the traffic. there may not be a fish
on the lakes that hasn't seen a lure
multiple times come Sunday.
Luckily, the same conditions making the bite fizzle on the lakes are
turning on the local creek fish in
Clarks River. Lack of rain and low
water have the fish concentrated in
deeper holes. You will often have
these spots to yourself as the boats on
the lake are covering every likely fish
setting.
The best locations are deeper holes
or channel bends that provide the fish
good ambush spots. They will often
hide behind a log, rock or some type
of structure and wait for the current
to deliver them a meal such as a bug,
crawfish or baitflSh.
Now that you've found a good spot,
you need to figure out how to fool the
flSh. Natural presentations are often
the most successful while creek fishing.
Live bait such as worms, grubs and
minnows are always a good bet.
When it comes to lures, think natural.
Plastic grubs, crayfish, jigs and
small spinners always come to mind
when I determine what to throw. Natural colors such as pink, orange and
brown are my first choices.
After you choose a lure, it is important to offer it to the fish in the most
natural fashion as possible. Always
make sure your bait is moving in the
same direction as the current.
Use lightweight lures that will
slowly drift in the current and hang
on to your rod when they float past
those ambush spots. Baits moving
quickly upstream do not look natural
to a fish.
The close proximity, natural beauty and good fish population make
Clarks River a great place to cast a
line. You can make a quick visit
before, after and between classes if
you feel that itch to get away from the
stresses of campus life for a little hit.
It doesn't take a lot of time, money
or fancy equipment to explore the
beautiful landscape. So, if you are
seeking an outdoor adventure, but
you do not want to deal with the traffic and head-scratching predicament
of where the fish are on the big lakes,
head to Clarks River.

Elk stir OD the prairie
The Elk and Bison Prairie in Land
Between 'I}e Lakes draws visitors
year-round. Perhaps the best time to
see these awe-inspiring creatures is
now. The brute bull elks are in the rut
phase. The urge to breed has them
moving about at all hours of the day
in grandiose fashion. Bulls will aim to
impress cows with shows of dominance and superiority among their
herd.
You may be surprised with a show
of dueling bulls as they square off
while courting a cow. This time of
year is when the animals are most
vocal If you are lucky, you may be
able to hear a bugle - one of the most
unique sounds in nature.
The prairie can be experienced
solo or through guided tours. Call
924-2020 to learn more about the
trips.

Each week. The Newt Drew Hursey. Sam D'Souza. Addison Price, Will tartwriQht,
Dylan Stinson plus a guest face off in a heated round of Pick 'em.
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Golf

Another year,
another win
Racers notch seventh Invitational in a ro\v
W UJ Cartwright
Staff writer

Photos by Rick Burres! I Ill'

New~

Senior Hunter ford watches flis shot during the Murray State liwitational.

Bum ban blankets state
Everyone loves a bonfire on a crisp
fall evening at a campsite or Homecoming gathering, but as the fall
foliage is drying out and a lack of rain
has kept vegetation dry, counties are
issuing burn bans around the state.
While Calloway County has yet to
enforce a ban, neighboring counties
have, and It is still important to keep
an eye out for dangerous conditions.

Contact Miller at steven.miller@
murraystate.edu.

Will Cartwright
Dylan stinson •
Chief Baseball Analyst_ Football Correspondent
last week: 6-Q
last week: 5-1
Season record: Zl-9
Season record: ZZ-8

It was another notch on the
belt of the Racers when they
won their seventh consecutive
Murray State Invitational Tourn·amcnt at Miller Memorial Golf
Course last weekend.
The individual winner of the
tournament was junior William
Hunt who picked up the first
win of his collegiate career.
Going into the final round of
the tournament, the Racers had
a four-shot lead on Belmont and
held onto it.
In the :final round of the tournament Tuesday, the Racers
shot a 285. good enough to beat
the second place Belmont Bruins by seven strokes. Hunt, in
his final round, shot a 69, twounder par, to fmish with a tournament scorecard of 212.
"I am very pleased and very
excited to see William Hunt get
his first victory of his collegiate
career,'' Head Coach Eddie
Hunt said.
Junior Tyler Brown took second place individuaUy in the
tournament posting a total of

214.
Brown played instead on the
second Murray State team. His
final round of a 70, one-under
par, secured him his best finish
of his collegiate career.
"Tyler played really well, he
had a very good qualifying
score and I think he proved he
is ready to be in the line-up,"
Hunt said .
Other members of the team
had successful showings during

Senior Cameron carrico takes abreak from the Invitational.

the two-day. three-round tournament.
Senior Cameron Carrico fin ished in fourth place and earned
a top-five tournament finish
with a 215.
Senior Hunter Ford tied for
fifth with a 217, sophomore
Patrick Newcomb finished 13th
posting a 221 and sophomore
Dustin Gosser tied for 16th with
a 222 total score.
The first two rounds of the
tournament were disappointing
for Hunt, who said the windy
conditions on the course affected the team.
"I was a little worried about
our play following the first d ay,
but the wind made it a little
tougher," Hunt said. "We came
back though and played nice in
the third round on Tuesday."
This makes the second win
for the Racers with the first win
at Wasiota Winds Kickoff in
Morehead, Ky.
•
Next week. the Racers travel
to Paris, 'I"cnn. to play in the
UT-M:trtin Skyhawk Tournament at thL· Paris Landing State
Park Course.
"It's a really good tournament
that is only .15 miles from Murray," Hunt said. "We should
definitely be in contention to
get our third victory."
The women's golf team,
which had the week off. travels
Monday and Tuesday to
Arkansas State to play in the
ASU Red Wolves Classic in
Jonesboro, Ark.

Contact
Cart"·right
wijjjam.cartwright@
murraystate.edu.
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Soccer

Tearn finds spark after slow start
Sam D'Souza
Staff writer
Coming off two conference defeats, the Racers looked to
even up their conference standing last week as they took on
Jacksonville State Friday and Austin Peay Sunday.
"Every single game the rest of the season is extremely impor·
tant," Head Coach Beth Acreman said in an interview with
Sports Information. "Training hard and getting everyone
healthy is something we have to work hard at on a weekly
basis."
The Racers stepped onto Cutchin Field Friday with a record
of 1-9-2. With high hopes of success at the beginning of the season, the Racers looked to improve their record with their game
against JSU (3-9-1, l-2 OVC). Murray State had a chance to
score in the 52nd minute of play when senior midfielder Katie
Wilson took her first shot of the match, only to have it blocked.
Wilson gathered the rebound and sent another shot in, only to
have it hit the upper right hand cross bar and be cleared by the
Gamecocks.
Murray State has been the victim of late overtime goals, but
turned the tables on JSU five minutes into overtime when
sophomore forward Danielle McMurray scored her first goal of
the season to give the Racers the overtime win.
junior midfielder Sophie Hargreaves took a pass from senior
defender Rachel Longley off a free kick and found a streaking
McMurray down the middle of the field with a pass beating the
Gamecocks defense. McMurray's sliding shot inside the six·
yard box beat the JSU keeper and gave the Racers a muchneeded victory.
"To score off a set play is always something fun," Acreman
said. "We've challenged the girls with a few complicated plays
and it was brilliant that it all kind of worked. I'm really glad to
see us get the win and get some confidence that the girls really neoded."
Going into the JSU game, Acreman said she stressed focus

on the team's lacking statistics.
"I challenged the girls to get better stats, and while stats
don't show everything, they do show some things," Acreman
said. "We weren't getting enough .shots on goal. I challenged
the girls to get our stats back to where we were last year and
we had 18 shots and 11 on goal. It':> exciting to see them work
hard together coming off of so many unfortunate losses."
Murray State returned to the field on Sunday to play rival
Austin Peay (9-4-1, 1-2-1 OVC). The match was a defensive
struggle and led to a 0-0 draw.
Sophomore defender Jenelle Cunningham saved a shot frpm
going into an empty net a.fter senior goalkeeper Tara Isbell was
caught out of goal attempting to corral a louse hall in the 52nd
minute. Despite Isbell's mishap, she totaled eight saves on the
day and recorded her fifth shutout of the season.
"It was a hard·fought match by both teams," Acreman said.
"Austin Peay is an improved squad and has some good players.
We struggled attacking again today and wt.•rcn't where I want
it to be. As a team our effort was good and we need to keep
pushing in our conference games."
Isbell was also named OVC Goalkeeper of the Week. after
recording her fifth shutout of the season and 22nd of her
career.
She is the Murray State career shutout leader and has been
given the title of OVC Goalkeeper of the Week twice.
The Racers have a short down time before traveling to
Evansville, Ind., to play Evansville University Wednesday
before returning to conference play as they face Tennesse~
Tech today.
"It's nice during conference play, to break up the schedule
with a non-conference match," Acreman said. "Our possession
hasn't been as good as it needs to be and needs to improve
going into the Tennessee Tech match."
The Tennessee Tech match is at 3 p.m. today at Cutchin
Field.
Contact D'Souza at sam.dsouza@murraystate.edu.

Rick Burrl'. s/fht! Nr•w~

Sophomore forward Danlelle McMurray evades an opposing defender.

FATALITY
From Pagel
Beyond baseball. SCOtt said there was so
much more to hiS son. bqinniSlJ with bis
relationship with Jesui Christ.
"I lcbow God was first iit Thomas' Hfe,"
SCott said. "lte knew we didn't want him getting tattoos but he got one anyway and the
first one be got was his favorite Bible verse,
Matthew 19'.26: 'Through God aU thlnp are
pqssible.""
Scott said his son was known for hard
work. perseverance and character.
•Jf the coach asked him to do something. he
did it.• Sc:ott said. "'He·fei:QIIliled that, 'Yes,

for the team I haft to do this; and that's the
kind of penon he -... He really cared and
helped ~ 'l'here was one tiesbmao in
gym (c:lps> u4 aU the upperclaumert tUI'Ileci
their back on blm, but Thomas didn't. He
picked hUn for his team and watdled over
him in the gym. There were a lot of thinp
Uke that be did u an upperclassman for low-

,

e~·

When Thoma~ was ~ he wanted tq so on
a SWDDlet mlaion trip to Xeny,t but Seott
said thiDp did not WOrk out aud they later
realized the reaoa God wanted Tbomas tQ

remain in Medina for tbe summer.
'"1'he night be would have left for Kenya he
went over to his best friend Timmy's house,"
he said. "He was· coming home and was close
to curfew. He called his mom and said 'Mom.
there'll a fire here and ['m going to be late.'
We didn't believe him. but it turns out on his
Wtl'/ home be saw a fire and he was the one
wbo caOed 9ll There were ~tctually five kids
trawed in the basement, and Thoma~ .kicked
in the glass and helped escort tbem out. Had
he gone to Kenya he wouldn't have been

there.·

Volleyball

~~~eak comes t? halt in midst of conference play
Staff writer
With their winning streak expired, the Racers continue to trudge
through the conference season with two dangerous competitors
looming on the horizon.
Last Friday. Jacksonville State defeated the Racers in three sets,
breaking the Racers' winning streak and sullying their home court.
Despite taking the third and fourth set by storm, the final set went to
the Gamecocks in a score of 12-15 after a 2-0 run gave them the final
advantage.
However disheartening the loss, Assistant Coach DongPing Fang
said he is pleased with the team's progress.
"We fought hard today and we are moving in the right direction as
a team," Fang said. "We stuck to our game plan and just feU a little·
short. I think the team did gain a lot of confidence from this match."
The following day, Murray State made up for its previous shortcomings, defeating Tennessee Tech.
The Golden Eagles managed to take the first and fourth set for the
Racers, however this time, the final set went to Murray .State with a
15-9 victory over TIU, giving senior outside hitter Becca lamb her
l,OOOth career kill in the process.
"I feel good about it, but I feel better about the 'win," Lamb said.
"That was a lot more important. It was a really big win for us. It gave
us a lot of confidence. We learned that if we all just play together and
do our jobs, we can beat anyone in this conference."
However, the Racers need more than confidence to gain a win
over Morehead State this Friday, he said. Last year, Murray State fell
to the Eagles in both matches and never managed to gain more than
a single set on Morehead State.
This year, the Eagles record stands at 11-6, with conference wins
over TTU and JSU already under their belts.
''They're a really tough team, the strongest in the OVC, but we're
excited for the challenge," Lamb said. "l'm really excited to play
them."
The Racers have another difficult match ahead of them Saturday.
taking on Eastern Kentucky for the first time this season.
Despite a 3-ll record, the Colonels did manage to defeat the Golden
Eagles in one set fewer than the Racers could last month.
In addition, EKU won one of its two matches with the Racers last
year, beating the 3·1 late in the conference season.
Though last yea~·s cards are stacked against the Racers, their previous matches may have provided the team with much needed
insight into the upcoming game, Lamb said.

Photo> by RICk Burrr?Silht' News

Senior outside hitter Ashley Nenninger spikes the ball past an SlU-E player.
"We learned that we need to keep going no matter what," Lamb
said. "We started out pretty slow in the last two games and we know
that we need to come out strong instead of waiting till the l'nd
because we don't want to play five sets every match. So we're work·
ing on our offense a lot and keeping that strong because it's helped
us a lot."
The Racers travel to Morehead State at 6 p.m. today followed by
an away matchup against EKU at l p.m. Saturday.
Contact Ledbetter at kyra.ledbetter@murraystate.edu.
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own abllity,P*.t fbl9qgb l'l\egift.s and abilities
God gave hlfu. scott sai'd.
·
"t alWays told bUD. 'Cod blessed you. .He
gave you this ai>Dity and everything you have
is because of God,"' Scott said.
Through a tear.fllled voice, the loving
father adm.itted. the depths of his grief from
losing his youngest son and the hope he has
found in Christ.
•J am aqry with God right n.ow, but it's OK
co be aqry with him iust like my boys have
be.,n al\lfY with me," he said. "We got
l:b.rotJih lt aad we grew closer, and God and l
will get tbtougb this too, and 1 will get closer
to him. SomethiJJc sood wUI come out of this
l know, eveb if irs just me getting closer to
God...
Without understanding the reason his son
died. $(ott $aid he is clinging to the promise
of Gocl•s greater plan.
•tlost m1 son. but obvJously it was God's
'plan and it was bJs plan for his whole Hfe," be
said. "'''llomal always put his seatbelt on. 1
don't know why he didn't wear his seatbelt
this time and I don't
where he was
going. He dldn't nest have his phone with
him. He might have been hunsrY. but we'll
never lcaow. No matter how much I don't
want to ~ it or admit lt, God's plan l.iJ God's
plan."
Scott said the fact Thomas was a child of
God gives bim
Q( beauty rising
throup the ashes Brief.
"God gave me two sons, and I still had so
m"ch I w~IUC!4 to teach them. 1 had aU these
plans and all. these visions and DOW they're
gone: he said. •God was Thomas' rust Father
and be called Thomas back and he will do a
far bettet ~ than I could to teach him. It's
not eas1' for any of us. but something good
will come .and I bow someone will be saved;
we might not. know who, but someone will
and that will be more for the Lord."
Funeral serviCes for Thomas will be held at
U a.m. at Waittt & Son Funeral Home in Medina, Ohio. Contributions tnay be made in
Thomas• honor to the Medina Hisb School
Baseball Protp'am. c/o Medina Booster Club,
P.O. Box ISO. Medina. Ohio 44258.
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Scott said his son never coosidered himself
a hero or talked mucb about the encounter.
"He actually saved these kids but he didn't
think anythins b( ·it; be was very bumble,"
Scott said. "1'rust me. he knew and believed
be wu scxxl at thiap but at the same time be
was never that cocky kind ofldd."
After his lS minutes of fame, Scott said
Thomas never spoke olbis heroic act of bravel')', even
encouraged to do so.
"We checked iuto 50 different schools and
I told him to mention it to the coaches. It
shows a sood character trait, but he never
did; be sakL
Thomas' conftdeoc:e tame, not through his

Murray, Ky. 42071
kjstubb®ape)(.net

8S3.0S28
I

'

Contllct McDooald at smcdo.nald3@
murr•~te.edu.
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Stoaecutlaaest . . . . . .iil.
F.auDa Stolle 'WUl
play Gwen Stacy Ja
the a.at "~
Man"~.

Stone will
opposltC'

Aa•tre'l~r ··

Garfield.. wbo
Spidey ailcl *eif:'ft:IG-.i
Peter Parker.

The aJU)o.uD~ ..
ment was made
Tuesday by Sony !!----= ct.Awa
Picture• :8ntertaln- ·~ ;;ny...,.
ment lac. and
Columbia Pictures.
~ Mare! Webb llkl tbe c:bemistry between Stolle ~ Ga.rfteld waa
•stuJuliD&• which made tbe 21·year-old

actress the •clear choice• te play Gwen.
Stone's ecreen credits

md~~·
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j

The new moYie wW focus on 1 JOUDPl'
version ot the IUperhero. l t will be f1lmed
• in 3-D, ancl iS acbedu1ecllor release July 3.
20U.
Tobey Nquire and dlrec:tor s.m

Ralmi. who made three blOCkbuster '"Spider-Man'" movies t()gether, departed
amid story and schedulins lseues OYer the
fourth movie.
'Giee'cat.,.... BIIIIelk.....

The ·Gaee· casthalsurpased the Beatles for the most appeanuaces on the BDIboard Hot 100 cbart by I DOJHOlo .ct.

I

~1."

1

Q\.,Q. V\..1;

debuts on
chart this ,..._
gives it a total ot 75 soap OD the e))art to
thelle«-11.
The
souaclt.rac:k got a bocMt
after • weetts episdCJe leaturiul tbl
muaic of 8ritoey Spears.
ElviS ~ey sdlla.tt overall with 108
sonp to chart on the Hot 100. He'• totlowed. by James BI'O'Wil with 9l, thelt
"Glee."
The Beatles are sixth. behind Ray
Charles and Aretba Prrmlc1ID. LU Wayne,
Stevie Wobder~ road~ tbe

sbo•'•

·Mel~ SoundSCb'IBid the-""'Glee" CUt
has iold 2.8 million albums and 11.S mil·
lion downloads.
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Looking backward and forward at 'Fable'

The giant cookie

When I start a new
series, the first thing I
I
look for isn't the
directing or even the
writing. It's the characters.
I have to care about
the characters on a
television
show.
Maybe not the way 1
Charlotte care about my family
Kyle
or my kittens, but I
Features Editor have to want to know
what they're up to
when they're not on screen. I have to
genuinely look forward to seeing them
grace my screen each week.
It's why season one of "The Office"
was so great. I genuinely cared about Jim
Halpert apd Pam Beesly. They entertained me, they warmed my heart and
they attracted my interest. They were a
great part of a great cast of characters,
and their storyline's growth throughout
the series tells me I'm not the only one
Photo courtC5>}' ot ign.com
who felt that way.
The Hero Unes up a shot In "Fable II." See how he's looking forward all optimistically? It's a metaphor.
This is the same reason "Heroes" didn't always work for me. I cared about
If you chose to become evil it's
tion, particularly if you contract an
Hero's weapon will alter depending
Peter Petrelli and Sylar, but 1 could not,
STD.
upon their actions. For instance, if
another story entirely. You becoroe
under any circumstance, give a hoot
increasingly demonic, eventually
Also related to diet, the Hl'TO
the Hero slaughters a number of
what Claire Bennett was whining about
sprouting horns. The people of
could get fat if he.· ate poorly. Meat,
innocent people, the weapon will
each week. 1 could not relate to her charpies and booze wuuld fatten, while
look more sinistt.>r and drip blood.
Albion boo you or run screaming :lt
acter.
the sight of you.
produce would help the Hero slim
·rhe morphing system has also
In fact, it's more disturbing that I relat·
Another important feature of
down.
been expanded to Albion itself,
ed better to a psycho killer than a
"Fable" is the expression system.
"Fable II" also added cooperative
meaning the character's actions will
teenage girl.
play. However, it was nearly uniultimately impact the world itselfin
These are small social actions one
This meant whenever she was on
may take to interact with the people
versally reviled as player two
a very real way.
screen I was wishing the show would
would create a henchman character
of Albion. These range from strikThe expression system has also
take me somewhere else. Cut to a more
ing a heroic pose to flipping every·
with limited functionality anJ was
been altered into two new systems 1
interesting character.
one off and screaming the word
tied to the saml! screen as the pricalled Expression Touch ani:l
r neyer hated the series for it, because
"shit" at them.
mary Hero.
Dynamic Touch, allowing more
I knew someone out there had to care
"Fable" was based on the concept
There was, however. plenty to do
freedom than ever.
about Claire, but my attention definitely
of folklore, the whole rise of a hero
"Fable," was and continues to be
in the game world beyond just
·
shiftedL
quests. The Hero could take jobs,
concept.
a groundbreaking series that con·
That happens a lot with ensemble
own and manage property and even
''Fable II" takes place around 500
tinues to evolve. much like the
casts. I know a lot of "Glee" fans who
start one or more.• fnmilies.
years later. The world takes on a
Heroes themselves. The third
1 hate Rachel Berry, but Lea Michele's the
more "colonial" setting, with the
installment promises to breathe
LookinK forward based on press
one singing all of the songs so they have
introduction of firearms and new
the game hns already received,
new life into the franchise. Plus,
to deal with this character being front
how many games let you fart on
modes of dress. The game was built
"Fable lll" is exciting. Molyneawc
and center.
around the idea of King Arthur and
said in an interview with gaming
people?
When marathoning the first season of
magazine "OXM UK" that the gamt:
Robin Hood, or larger-than-life
Contact Arant at cody.arant@
"Community" this weekend, I realized I
heroes.
murraystate.edu.
seeks to avoid the trap of following
don't have as much interest in the main
the ;;arne generic "meet badguy,
The sequel modified the aligncharacter, Jeff Winger, as I do the quirky
ment and morphing system by
lose, Level, beat badguy, the end"
sidekicks around him.
story arc. Instead, the entire second
adding a second dynamic, purity
1 am much more interested in Abed
half of the game revolves around
versus corruption.
and Troy's adventures than I am Jeff's. In
the Hero becoming king and runThis system is independent of
Zero lives: Not worth a quarter
fact, my favorite parts tend to revolve
morality.
ning Albion.
in the arcade
around those characters or the small
To be more pure, one must forgo
The game also seeks to innovate
One life: About as much fun as an
moments with Annie and Shirley.
carnal pleasures, for lack of a better
classic "Fable'' clements. The charinvisible wall
Sometimes shows realize that the audiword. They mustn't eat meat or, I
acter morphing system is much
Two lives: Nice way to waste a
ence likes the supporting characters as
kid you not, be lazy.
more in-i.lepth. The character
weekend
much, if not more than the main acts, and
Oh, and unprotected sex with
develops in response to the player's
Three lives: Your next addiction
because of that they start giving those
strangers will raise your corrupchoices, as expected. However, the
Four lives: Game of the Year
characters more screentime.
Take .. Family Matters" for example.
You'd never realize the show did not ini·
tially focus on Steve Urkel based on the
first season DVD cover.
Meanwhile, wone Tree Hill" gave
Mouth McFadden actual storylines after
the first few seasons.
The problem, however, is sometimes
the fans change their minds. They suddenly get tired of seeing these side characters getting big storylines.
Then fans complain, and showrunners
are forced to take a look at·what characters they want to take the lead and who
should stick to funny one-liners.
Photo oounesy d twiUet com
Maybe supponing characters are like
giant cookies: they're good, but if you
In the
premiere of ~:~
have too much of them they're a bad
spends time twettlnQ hlllrloua thqs Slid ..,
thing.
Plerte. Under h _.... ·~
(Thank you, Troy Barnes, for that
~res·
insightful simile.)
you
can follolr Pierce's ......... rdt.
Contact Kyle at charlotte.lcyle@
oftenofftnslvtlnd always~ . . . .
murraystate.edu.

AS<istant Features Editor Cody

Arant writes the video game
reviews.
In 2001, I picked up a game I had
been following for months. That
game was "Black and White," a god
game developed by Lionhead Stu·
dios. I immediat~ly fell in love with
the game and the studio that produced it.
Lionhead Studios, founded by
Peter Molyneux in 1997, went on to
produce a small handful of very
quality titles. They were acquired
as a subsidiary of Microsoft Game
Studios in 2006.
Why am I telling you all of this?
Because. on Oct. 26, "Fable Ill" is
set to hit shelves.
The "Fable" franchise is generally
well-regarded, but it is important to
me particularly; the first "Fable"
game is literally the reason I bought
my first Xbox.
Lionhead has always dealt with
games that encapsulate big ideas.
Their games generally deal with the
concept of choice. "Black and
White" was a game in which you
chose to become either a benevolent or malevolent deity.
''Fable" sought to bring that ele·
ment of moral freedom to bear on a
much smaller scale. Players took
control of a Hero, a character of
noble lineage who journeyed
around the magical land of Albion,
generally being a Hero. You know,
doing heroic stuff. like slaying mon·
sters.
However, there was moral lati:
tude built in. Maybe the Hero
would be a total doucher. Maybe
you feel like helping some bandits
raid a small farm instead of protecting it. Maybe instead of going
around striking a Superman pose,
you want to go around Carting on
people. You can totally do that
instead.
However, don't expect this to
come without consequences. The
most iconic feature of"Fable" is the
morphing system. The more heroic
one acts, the more angelic their
appearance becomes. Eventually,
your hair goes blonde and you
develop a halo floating above your
head at all tim~:s. The people of
Albion also react positively to your
presence, showering you with ado·
ration;
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Fool proof your
Facebook, Twitter
At nearly every presentation presented by the
Career Services staff, students arc informed of the
potential impact that social networking websites
could have on their job search outcomes. Of course,
sites such as Facebook, MySpace, Twitter and others are a great way to keep in touch with family and
friends, but students should be cognizant of the
type of information they post. Simon Payn's article
found in the January 2008 issue of ''Jobposting"
magazine reiterates the dangers:
"Employers are going online and rejecting job
seekers after discovering secrets candidates
thought only their friends knew. But there are ways
to use Facebook, MySpace and blogs to make a job
application irresistible.
Hundreds of students are having their job-hunting hopes dashed because of their pages on sites
like Facebook and MySpace. Why? Companies are
googling candidates and find ing a page with pictures from last Friday (remember that party?) and
tales from friends on Facebook walls.
''That's not the sort of person I want to hire," they
say as they hit the delete button on the candidate's
resume.
Luckily. all this can be easily fixed. Indeed. you

can use social media to put you ahead of other candidates.
Why Danger Lurks on Facebook
There's a deadly cocktail going on: declining privacy thanks to the Internet is combined with
employers who are getting quite savvy at Google.
''With all of these new technologies, a certain
amount of our privacy is just not there anymore.
We are at the point now where information about
us is out there," says Susan B. Barnes, Professor of
Communication at Rochester Institute of
Technology and an expert on online social media.
The other part of the cocktail is made up of
employers who are increasingly searching a candidate's profile in online networking sites before
making an offer. A 2006 survey by the National
Association of Colleges and Employers found 11%
would do an online search. Other studies say it's a
lot higher. After all, an employer would be missing
a weapon if he or she failed to type a candidate's
name into Google, it's that easy.
And the result of all this?
Students are not getting hired. A s~rvey by
CarcerBuilder found 63% of hiring managers have
admitted to not hiring someone based on the information they found online.
Jennifer Kushell, president and co-founder of
ysn.com and author of New York Times Bestseller
Secrets of "The Young and Successful,'' tells the
story of a candidate who applied for work at her
company. A last-minute search found her blog,
which blared out the tunc "Crazy Bitch" and went
into specific and explicit detail about what she
thought about her "crazy" employer.

3
"It was mind blowing that a human being would
talk about her employer that way, never mind post
it online fo r all to see," says Kushell.
Needless to say, that person wasn't hired.
Employers are going online at all stages, says
Roberta Matuson, president of Human Resource
Solutions, which helps companies manage their
employee needs. Companies search before they
ask someone in for an interview or just before an
offer is about to be made, so they can find out if
there's any information a candidate might not have
divulged at interview.
How to Clean Up Your Proflle
First, says Kushell, adjust your privacy settings.
Facebook, for example, recently allowed proftles to
be search ed on Google - so make sure only your
friends can view your page.
But that's not enough - after all, do you know
who all your online friends are? It's been said some
employers are using friend requests as a loophole
to sneak up on job candidates online.
The only real solution is not to put this stuff
online in the first place. Matuson says take down
those pictures that aren't going to show you in your
best light. "If an employer doesn't want piercings,
take them out of the page,'' she says.
Pictures of you with family or doing hobbies are
fine - just avoid anything risque' that will stress a
baby boomer boss. After all, many older people
who are doing the hiring don't really get the whole
Facebook thing. They're easily freaked.
Make sure your blog (and comments you make
on other blogs) present the kind of image you
would like to project."
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and bm¢u. on-iitr day rllrt•, gmerous shift dijfn't'ntillls and tuition rdmbursanmts.
Career dn:tlopmmt is encouraged u•ith tl cliniMI ltuldrr progJ-am mzd Mt fee pay-
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Answer common interview
questions with ease
GOINGLOBAL

MSU Students, login to myGate, select academics tab to
explore employment opportunities via

YOUR FUTURE

• Written by in-country career experts. Only resource of
its kind on the market---used by more than 500 universities worldwide representing more than one million users
• Topic areas include:
1. Job search resources
2. Work permit/visa regulations
3. County-specific resume/CV guidelines and
examples
4. Interview and cultural advice
5. Industry trends
6. Employment outlook
7. Professional and social networking groups
• Researched in local language by in-country career
experts and translated. Also use offline/print in-country
resources.
• Guides are 85-100 pages in length
• Contains Career 42 USA City Career Guides and 6
Canada City Career Guides
• Contains 34 Country Career Guides
• Entire Going Global database contains more than 80,000
pages of career and employment resources, including corporate profiles and worldwide job/internship listings.
• 500,000 worldwide job/internship listings (updated
daily).
• 450,000 corporate profiles (updated quarterly)
• Updated regularly/at least once per year .

MSU Students, Goinglobal is

Preparation is the key to managing the interview process.
Prepare to be your best so that you come across as being confident, knowledgeable, enthusiastic, and qualified for the position
you are seeking. Focus on answering the questions accurately
and honestly. It is important to be specific, and to provide examples to illustrate your abilities and accomplishments. It is the
interviewees' responsibility to sell him/herself as the best candidate for the job. Below you will fmd suggestions on how to
answer the most common interview questions.
TeU me about yourself.

Do not ramble, do not discuss personal information. The employer wants to
know your career-related achievements, experiences, training and skills as they
relate to the position/ industry. They want to know can you do the job, will you
do the job, and how cooperative you will be.

Why should we hire you?
Your answer should be in terms of your abilities, experience and add any
benefit you could offer. Let them see the energy, and enthusiasm you would
bring to the table.

What are your strengths?
Usc key action words that best describe your abilities to do the position you
seek. Here is where a 30-second speech selling yourself is beneficial. Use
examples to exemplify your capabilities and achievements. "I am a self starter
who pays close attention to details with the ability to motivate others around
me to work smarter not harder. For example. I took the initiative to ... and by
doing that it drastically cut cost and got others involved. Today that project is
still active today."

What are your weaknesses?
Remember they want to know about your work not your character. Another
important fact is you always want to turn your weakness into a positive.
Example: I'm accused of being a perfectionist. I like to do things right the ftrst
time. Use an example ... and it saves me time, therefore it saves the company
time because I do not have to go it again.

What are your short-term goals?
Be sure to let them know that you plan to be with the company and this is
not a stepping stone. "In short tenns I want a good start in a company like
yours and those responsibilities and roles which I can use to... I want to work
with great energy and enthusiasm for the growth of both my career as well as
the organization." If you have specifics for the position, state them.

What are your long-term goals?
Again, be sure to let them know that you plan to be with the company.
"Long term after gaining experience, I want to be in a better position to be
able to contribute and share my knowledge and experience for the betterment
of the entire company, employees and shareholders as a whole.

see QUESTIONS, s
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MORE INTERVIEW TIPS
Why do you want to " ·ork for us?
If you have done your homework, use it here to direct your response to
specific needs of the company. Example, my research indicates that your
company is known for strong research and development. Express your
interest in becoming a part of the team because of your desire to create
new things while you highlight the fact that this type of activity <creativity,
innovation) is encouraged by the organization.
What do you know about our organization'!
Here is where researching the company/industry will come in handy. Be
able to discuss who they are, what they do (the services or products).
philosophies, locations etc.... without sounding robotic or sounding like a
know it all. "During my research, I discovered ..."

.

Describe a difficult work situation/project and how you solved it.
Remain positive while discussing a problem you faced, the action taken
and · the results or the outcome of those actions. Provide the necessary
details and remember to be relatively brief without.
Do you have any questions for me?
By asking valid and thorough questions about the company or the posi·
tion. the employer will know that you are truly interested. This is another
area where researching the company will come in handy.
Ask: When a decision will be made? What are the education and training opportunities? Who. will this position report to? What is the future
direction of the company?

5
Interviews: Ho'v do Murray State students rank?

Regina Hudspeth
Career Specialist
Career Services hosts on-campus
interviews for a variety of employers
throughout the year. At the conclusion
of these interviews, either verbally or
documented via evaluation forms,
employers con.tinue to elaborate on the
high quality of students at Murray State
University.
Their comments reflect both the positive and the negative aspects of the
interview skills they encounter. After
all, "That is what we are here for!"
The three most common complaints
we hear are:
• Students need to know how to "sell
themselves more." Employers want to
know why they should hire you. You can
do this by elaborating on your abilities
and backing it up by giving examples of
your accomplishments. Let them know
what you have to offer or how the company might benefit with you as an
employee.
• Students need to research companies
more. You should.never go into an interview without having done your homework. Vital information students should
know before every interview is what
product/services the company provides,

company history, recent news making
stories, business methods and philosophy. location/s, reputation within the
industry, prospects for growth or
change and organizational structure.
This type of information impresses
employers and validates your interest in
the company. You can fmd information
by reviewing the company's website,
annual reports, and press releases to
name a few.
·
• Students should prepare viable questions on the position they are applying
for, and on the company. Remember
that the object of an interview is twofold. From the perspective of the interviewer, it is to obtain information that
will help to predict job performance, to
inform applicants about the job and the
organization, and to determine whether
the. applicant's "personal chemistry"
will be compatible with that of others in
the organization. The interviewees perspective, however, is to strive to present
himself/ herself as the most favorable
candidate for the job, while gaining
additional information about the organization as a future place of employment and to test the culture of the organization to see if it is the "right fit" for
him/ her both on a professional and a
personal level.

MIDWAY COLLEGE
School of Pharn1acy

applications
the Fall of 2011

or more information stop by our
booth at the Graduate School fair on
Wednesday, October 13,10-2 in the
Curris Center or visit our website at
www.midway.edu/pharmacy

t1C
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COMING SOON!

What is an internship?
An Internship is a period of employment with a business firm or other
organi:.cation for a period of one or two semesters.
The position held by the student can be either paid or unpaid.
The position can be either part-time or full time.
The student can receive academic credit for this work experience.

Murt~ay

State Univet~sity

What are the requirements for participation in an internship?
The student must be currently enrolled at Murray State University.
The student must have at least six (6) hours of earned credit from Murray
State University.
The student must have an overall GPA of at least 2.00.
The student must work a total of 300 hours during the semester to receive
three (3) hours of class credit.
Enrollment in the Internship class must be concurrent with the employment.
The job description must be approved by the acad.cmic department chair
in order to receive credit.
The student must complete the requirements of the academic department
in order to receive credit.

How do I take advantage of this program?
The first step is to secure a position. This can be accomplished individually using your contacts and networki.ng skills or you can utilize the services of the Career Service Office. The Career Services Office can assist
you with the preparation of your resume, your cover letter and help you
develop your interview skills. Career Service also will assist in your job
search through the use of the Experience website.
The student must discuss their future employment opportunity with their
advisor/department chair in order to determine if the position will provide
experience related to your major.
The student must contact the Coordinator of Cooperative Education and
Internships in the Career Service Office in order to complete the application process. This process must be completed before a student can enroll
in and Internship class.
The student must be in contact with the Department Chair in order to
receive the academic assignments necessary to receive credit for the class.

Who do I contact for additional information?
Ray H. Karraker
Coordinator of Cooperative Education and Internships
Murray State University
210 O rdway Hall
809-3117 Office
809-35 16 Fax
ray.karraker@murraystate.edu.

With single sign
on option.
No more multiple
usemames and
passwords.

To aqcess simply log
into your myGate
account and select
Racer Tracks to jump
start your career.
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TAKE CHARGE!

9

.

Stand out with a leader. PCL is a construction leader in buildings,
infrastructure and heavy industrial markets, with a long tradition of
excellence that spans over a century. We are a 100°/o employee-owned
group of independent operating companies. With an annual volume
approaching $6 billion, we are ranked as the 8th largest contractor by
Engineering News Record. We have also been recognized as a "Best Place
to Work" by numerous publications. Our people have helped us stand out
as one of North America's leading general contracting organizations. We're
always looking for dynamic individuals who can bring enthusiasm and
innovative solutions to every project. We currently have an exceptional
opportunity for interns and new grads in safety positions around the US.
PCL offers one of the finest benefit programs in the industry including
medical, dental, Rx, vision, life, AD&D, disability, 3 weeks of paid vacation,
Flex Account, 401 (k), stock ownership and much more. Join a dynamic
team with a 100 year tradition of excellence and growth.

Stop by our booth at the Murray State Career Fair... meet our
recruiting team and sign up for an interview for a safety internship
for thesummer of 2011.
PCL is an Equal Opportunity Employer MIFIDN
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2010 Recruiters
AFLAC
Ag Connections
AgriGold Hybrids
Alexander Thompson Arnold PLLC (ATA)
Amazon. com
AmeriCorps
Archer Daniels Midland Company
Arkansas State University
Asbury Theological Seminary
Asbury University Master of Social Work
Bankers Life and Casualty
Bellarmine University
Belmont University College of Law
Bethel University (formerly Bethel College)
Briggs and Stratton
Bristol Broadcasting (WKYQ. Double Q,
Electric 96.9, WLLE)
Bunge North America
C.A. Jones Management Group, LLC
Campbellsville University
Campus Suites
Carey Counseling Center
Carpenter Company
Caterpillar Financial Services Corporation
CGB Enterprises, Inc.
Clarksville, Tennessee Police Department
CNA Insurance
Comfort Group, The
Commonwealth Health Corporation
Computer Services, Inc.
Enterprise Holdings
Family Video
Fifth Third Bank
Gatti's Pizza
Hawkins Research
Heritage Bank
James Marine, Inc.
Kentucky Data Link
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
Kentucky State Police Headquarters
LifePoint Hospitals, Inc.
Lourdes Hospital
Marathon Petroleum Company LLC
Metropolitan Nashville Police Department
Midway College School of Phannacy
Missouri State Highway Patrol
Murray State University WKMS-FM

Nashville School of Law
Nashville Technology Council
Owensboro Medical Health Systems, Inc.
Paducah Parks Service
Paschall Truck Lines
PCL Construction
Pella Corporation
Pepsi MidAmerica
Pulmo Dose Pharmacy (Rotech Healthcare
Inc.)
R.J. Griffin and Company
RiverValley Behavioral Health
Rosendin Electric Inc.
Samford Univeristy- McWhorter School of
Pharmacy
Sherwin Williams Company
Stage Stores Inc. (Peebles/Goody 's/Stage)
Summit- Liberty Mutual (formerly Summit
Consulting)
SurePoint Lending (First Residential
Mortgage Network: Inc.) Tennessee Department of Audit
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)
The Chase at Murray
Traylor Bros., Inc.
Ulrich Medical Concepts
United States Army Recruiting
United States Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms, and Explosives
United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA)
United Systems and Software. Inc.
University of Tennessee Math Graduate
Studies Program
University of Kentucky Health Professions
Colleges
University of Louisville, College of
Business
URS Corporation Washington Division
Walgreens
Walt Disney World
Western Baptist Hospital
Western Kentucky University Graduate
Studies
Wheat Tech, Inc.
Woodmen of the World
Youth Villages

Visit the 2010
Fall Career Fair
Wednesday, October 13
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Large Ballroom, 3rd floor,
Curris Center
Professional dress is required
Resumes will be accepted by
recruiters

1. Acosta
2. Scottrade
3. United Technology Trade
4. Radiosback Corp
S.BB&T
6. Merk and Co.
7. Coca-Cola Enterprise

8. UPS
9. Hilton Hotels
10. Genetech, Inc.
ll. Burlington Coat Factory
12. Cedars-Sinai Health Sys~em
13. Global Healthcare and Rehab
14. FedEx Kinko's
15. ~Technologies
16. HSBC

17. HealthSouth
18. US. Army Medical c.orps.
19. City of Hope
20. Fresenius Medical Care North
America
Information courtesy of aftercollege.com
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A suit jacket that
matches your skirt
or pants is a great
way to look profes·
sional at the Career
Fair. A nice sweater
or blouse will also
wort<.

ressto

•
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A suit jacket is
prefered for
but a col·
lared shirt and
a tie isa must.

Tuck your shirt
In and wear a
belt when In a
profess i ona l
setting.

Collared, button
down shirts are
nice options to
go under a suit
jackets,
but
most dressy
blouses
will
work.

Things to remember when dressing for the Career
Fair or an interview:

Dress pantS are a must at the
Career Fair. If you borrow a
suit from a friend, make sure
It fits well. Employers don't
want to see a potential
employee In pants that are
two sizes too big or little.

Skirts should hit at or
below the knee. Dress
pants are another appropriateclothing option for
the Career Fair.

• FIJp flops are.Ql'eat for the beach, not. a professional setti~.
• Be sure your ctotbeS'fit your body; don't wear a suit that is
too big or small.
• An interview isn't the time to be fashion-forward. Plain,
dean P.ieces of clothincj work best when you're trying to
land aJOb.
A closed-toe heel is pref· _ _
• Women .wearJno a skirt should make sure the lenvth comes ered for women while at
at or below thelr .knee.
the Career Fair or when
'

·~=ta~-~~!C:;~h1r=c'~·
shine them.

Men should wear
dress shoes with
their suits or
dress
pants.
Don't forget to
shine them.

going on an Interview.

:\_otd Univ0 ·
~~~
.
1-s.t~

I.
I

M'c WHORT·E R SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
Jon Parker
Student Recruitment and Admissions Administrator
205-762-4242
jmparker@samford.edu
1-877-279-0008

College Grads - Searching
for a Golden Opportunity?
Start your career with usl

McWhorter School of Pharmacy Web Page

With 630 stores in 18 states
and more op_e ning every month, we have

www.samford.edu/schools/pharmacy.html

• Admissions Information·
Link to PharmCAS Application Site ·
Link to MSOP Supplemental Application
. Link to MSOP Letter of Recommendation Forms
Link to Pre-Requisite Course Equivalency Guides for Area
Colleges and Universities
. Pfizer Guide to Pharmacy Careers
www.pfizercareerguides.com/pdfs/pharmacy.pdf
PCAT Registration
www.pcatweb.info

MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
$30K and up! ,........_..1
• Advancement Opportunities
• full Benefits

• Be a part of the Exciting

Entertainment lndust !

•
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Hold on ~or alltt s ,..Jjorth
I~

College is a time to make
friends, have fun and see life from
different perspectives, but what
would all of that be without mem• :>
ones.
Without memories I wouldn't
remember the
late
nights
spent in Lizo
(Elizabeth
College) playing games and
running up and
....__--...___ down the halls.
I wouldn't reElizabeth
member
the
Johnson
long,
someEditor-in-Chief
times unbearably long, nights spent slaving
away in lll Wilsop Hall so The
Murray State News hits the racks
each week.
lf it weren't for memories, I
wouldn't remember the times 1
overslept and missed class, the
afternoons I've spent dozing on
and off in the Quad or the time I

Y• 1

face-planted while playing hideand-seek on campus.
Some of the greatest memories
I have at Murray State are the
ones spent while working in the
sports section for The News.
Witnessing the 2009-10 men's
basketball season is something I'll
never forget - flying to San Jose,
Calif.. with two friends and
changing ho~els to make room for
Coach Billy Kennedy's family.
I'll always remember sitting 20
feet from Danero Thomas when
he sank the shot at the buzzer to
send Vanderbilt packing. watching the fmal seconds in a backand-forth game with Butler and
losing my luggage on the plane
ride back.·
I'll never forget because I'll
always remember.
Memories are everything. As
you students enjoy this year's
Homecoming, do as the theme
says and "Remember the Racers."
Remember the good times and
remember the bad times. Make

new memories, just don't get
caught partaking in illegal activities!
As you lovely alumni return to
the place you called home for perhaps just four years Qr the place
you still call home, remember the
times you had at Murray State.
Remember the parties. the athletic events and the classes.
Remember college.
And I urge all of you to never
forget. Never forget Murray State
or the memories you have had as
a Racer.
Know your time here has and
will continue to influence you for
the rest of your life.
Be proud to be a Racer. Be
proud of the Racers who lived
before you and who will follow in
your footsteps.
Life is full of change and obstacles, but it's the memories we
have that matter.
So, make memories, keep them
close to your hearts and hold on
to them for all they're worth.
Cover photo by Jordie Oetken/The New5 1
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Movie inspires Remember the Racers theme
Sophie McDonald
Staff writer

Remembering the past and
focusing on the present,
Homecoming 2010 recognizes a monumental year for
football and alumni.
When it came time to pick
Kelly
Dic.:k,
a theme,
Homecoming chairperson
for the Student Government
Association· and Campus
Activities Board and senior
from Murray, said the
Homecoming committee discussed several different
movie ideas and decided on
the
Racers
Remember
because of the popular 2000
movie, "Remember the
Titans."
"It's done a little different
every year as far as who
comes together to collaboratively decide a theme," Dick
said. "Basically we wanted to
make this year centered
around football because of

our new coach, and we wanted to really amp up the football program since the basketball program got such
good publicity this last year."
Sabrina Mathis, associate
director of alumni affairs and
Homecoming
committee
member, said both student
and alumni response has
been positive.
"I've heard lots of students
comment how they like the
theme because they can
relate to the movie and they
know how to take (the
theme)," Mathis said.
The theme is decided in
the spring. Dick said because
this year· celebrates 86 years
of Murray State football it
was an important aspect in
the decision.
"The athletic department
is inviting back all past football players from Murray
State, so we're incorporating
the theme by remembering
those who have come before

us as far as football players,"
Dick said.
She said they are not
focused solely on football,
despite the theme's origination, but rather memorializing all students from Murray
State.
'
"That's the main theme,
football, but homecoming is
about everyone -.all the students. all the alum - so we're
remembering all the Racers
who come back for Homecorning," Dick said.
The Homecoming committee gained student participation through its first-ever
T-shirt design contest.
Submissions included ll
entries and more than 600
people voted online for their
favorite design, which incorporated the theme.
Alumni Michael Buckingham won the contest. Tshirts are for sale in the
University Bookstore.
Mathis said the Remember

Photo courtesy ol Murray State Alumni Association

the Racers theme is included
mostly in the student-run
Homecoming Parade with
Murray alum and retired
NFL player, Michael Proctor.
as Grand Marshal, the parade
is bound to make a lasting
impression.
.
Although Homecoming
attendees will see the theme
incorporated in the parade,
not all floats will have a
Remember the Racers subject, Dick said.
"Some organizations or

people from the community
use a Murray State theme
and decorate in blue and ·
gold." Dick said. "It's really
up to the participant's discretion if they want to include
the theme in their float. We
encourage it, but it's not
mandatory."
With an exciting and relatable theme, Homecoming
2010 should be a time for all
to Remember the Racers.
Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@murraystate.edu.

CARQUEST OF MURRAY
512 S. 12th St., Murray

CdROUEST
®
AUTO PARTS
AUTO PAINT SUPPLY

270-753-4563
·---------------------------------------------------------------------·

fAitb FREE
EXACT FIT®
Wiper Blades

Buy onet get one
HALF pr1ce with

mstallation.

·----------------------------------------------------- -- - -- - ---- - -- - -- ~
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Liquidating.
Going out of Business.
New Gowns: VaJued up to $500
Tuxedos & Now $50 to $179
Men's Suits: Can now be

purchased at the
cost of a rental.
All access. & jewelr~:

75% OFF

Open until all inventory is sold!
304 Main St.
Murra , K . 42071

270 . 759.500
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21 6 l 5th St •
759-FQQD

New Menu & Kitch~n Management
Daily Plate Lunch Specials, FreshTossed Pizza, Sandwiches, Calzones,
Appeti zers, Hon1e-Cooked Meals

Happy Hour 3-6
Monday Night Trivia
Tuesday Night Karaoke
Nightly Entertainment .

Allen & June Dossey

270-554-0010
Sales@PurpleToadVineyard.net

www.PurpleToadVineyard.net

·.

4275 Old US Highway 45
Paducah, KY 42003

Come Visit Us!

Open
Monday-Friday
11 am-Midnight
saturday
Spm-Midnight

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Private Parties & Catering
(Contact Ronda)
Delivery(l l am-2pm)
Carry-Out (Anytime)

·----$1 OFF
1
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Add us as a friend on Facebook:
Facebook.com/ChaseAtMurray
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Individual Leases
Private Bathrooms
Washer and Dryer in each unit
New wooden BUnds
Fitness Center
Sparkling Pool
GameRoom
Lighted Tennis Courts
Tanning· Dome

All inclusive rent which includes internet, cable, and electric allowances.

1700. Lowe's Drive, Murray, KY 42071
www .chaseatmurray.com
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Racers seek Homecoming victory
Dylan Stinson

senior cornerback Onsha Whitacker
hut were ineligible to compete in the
intercepted Nelson's final pass of the
OVC championship game due to a
game, ending the Bulldogs' hope of a
postseason ban. The lone score the
win, and saving the Racers from
Racers had against the Gamecocks
Murray State has not had the best
defeat on their Homecoming night.
came late in the game when quarterrecord when it comes to Homecomback Nico Yantko led an eight-play
The 2008 season was a memorable
ing games. The Racers nrc 2-5 in the
71-yard drive, that would eventually
one for Murray State. It was the most
past seven years.
result in a two-yard touchdown pass
successful season the Racers have
Murray State's two wins came in
had in the past seven years, and also
to Alex Estes.
2004 against Samford University and
the season in which they would beat
From 2005-07 the Racers came up
in 2008 against the Tennessee Tech
short with Homecoming victories.
OVC rival Tennessee Tech for a
Golden Eagles.
Homecoming victory. Senior running
In 2005, the Racers lost to defendThe 2004 win was unforgettable for
back Ron Lane led the Racers to a 35ing OVC champion Eastern Illinois,
Racer fans. That was the year the
even though they outgaincd them in
15 win over the Golden Eagles. The
Racers beat the Bulldogs of Samford
yardage by 179 yards and converted 32
24-21 and sophomore running back • Racers scored 28 points within lO
first downs to their 12.
minutes of the first quarter. Lane had
Chad Cook had his breakout night as
55 rushing yards, with a touchdown,
In 2006. Murray State lost 33-7 to
a Racer. Cook rushed 34 times for 187
the Samford Bulldogs. The Racers
wh~le carr>•ing the ball only five
yards and two touchdowns.
times. He completed the ftrst half
were held to only 39 yards rushing.
Murray State shutout Samford in
with 107 yards rushing and two
and had six turnovers that turned into
the first half, but two Racer fumbles
touchdowns, finishing the game with
20 of Samford's 31 points. Receiver
and one interception later, Samford
31 rushes for 151 yards.
, Ben Rush scored Murray State's only
went on to put 21 points on the board.
Murray State has had some exciting
touchdown on a pass from quarterOn the last drive of the game,
wins in past Homecoming games, but
back Ryne Saylor.
Samford quarterback Ray Nelsoo
the reality is the have had to deal with
In 2007, the Racers lost to Eastern
completed seven passes and led the
painful losses more often.
Illinois 27-24. Sophomore running
Bulldogs all the way to the Murray
Last season the Racers were slaughback Charlie Jordan rushed for 127
State 29-yard line. With the score
tered 41-7 by OVC powerhouse
yards and two touchdowns.
being 24-21 in Murray State's favor all
Jacksonville State. The Gamecocks
The Racers take on Missouri State
the Bulldogs needed was ,a field goal
had the best record in the OVC (6-l)
for their 2010 Homecoming game at
to send the game into overtime. Rut

.St:1ff writer

Rirk Burres/The New.'
Junior runninQback Dexter Barnett carries the
ball in a game earlier this season. The Racers
take on Missouri State at 3 p.m. Saturday.
3 p.m. Saturday at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Contact Stinson at dylan.stinson@
murraystate.edu.

-;'{"Hibachi Grill & Sushi Bar'·(
Dine in or Carry Out

AppETiZERs • Soup • SAlAd

• SEAfood • DEsSERT
• SEvERAl IcE CREAM FlAvoRs

Party
A11ai8
lor ttHY Sp11e
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Stella and Caruso are part of a tradition which started in 1976. Violet Cactus was the first Racer 1, appearing at each home
football game until her death In 1984. Violet Cactus is buried at Roy Stewart Stadium.

Racer 1runs the track before each Murray State football game at Roy Stewart Stadiun

Caruso gives Stella a kiss while bathing her. The relationship between the horse
and jockey is an important part of a successful game day performance.

Caruso watches Stella oraze in a field at the Murray State Equine C

9

Stella eats an apple for a quick snack on the sideline
between Racer touchdowns.

enter after a bath before her transformation Into Racer 1.

Caruso cleans Stella's hooves after applying blue and
gold leggings before game time.

Stella shows her feisty side when NAME tries to load her Into the trailer for transport to Roy Stewart Stadium.
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Alumna reflects on MUrray State, then and now
Anna Taylor
Staff writer
In 1953, Crystal Parks. then 35, graduated with a
Bachelor of Science degree from Murray State
College. Five years later, Parks earned her master's
degree in elementary education from the same
school. Parks. now 92, discusses the differences
between then and now.
"I love helping people," Parks explained as she
shared her favorite college memories. "That is why
I decided I wanted to teach."
During her years at Murray State College, now
University, she was chosen to supervise teachers
for the college.
"I just loved teaching teachers," Parks said. "I
would tell them that I learned from them just what
they learned from me." ·
Like modern students, Parks kept a balance
between her social and academic lives.
"On the weekends we would go to the theater
down town and we would hitchhike," she said.
"People stopped and picked us up. That was the
most interesting thing about Murray, how you
could walk everywhere. Now they have those Racer
(Route) buses."
Along with going to the theater, Parks was an
active member of Kappa Delta Pi, and she attended
sporting events and bonfl.res.
"There (were) not a lot of activities because we

Photo courte~y of Crystal Parks

The late Carmon Parks and Crystal (fondaw) Parks pose for a
photo before CJOIOCJ on a date In the winter of 1938.
all had to study," Parks said. "Now there are more
activities for the students."
As an on-campus resident, Parks lived in the
women's dormitory, Wells Hall.
"There was one girl's dorm and one boy's dorm,"
she said. ''You didn't have those different (residential) colleges. We also had strict rules."
Ffreshmen were not allowed to date during the
week and everyone had to be in the building by 9
p.m. and the doors were locked by 10 p.m., she said.
"If you were out, you got locked out," Parks said.
"Our supervisor would get mad because she had to
get out of bed to unlock the door if someone came
back late."

As far as the appearance of the campus, Pari
:;aid there was one science building and one healt 1
building, as well as Wilson Hall, where she had
most of her classes.
Parks said the campus has changed quite a bit
since her days there as a student.
"You could see through the campus then. Murray
was the most beautiful campus [ had ever seen.,"
she said. "Now it's all buildings. And they kee,p
building more."
Not only did Parks attend classes at Murray State,
but it is also where she fell in love.
"I met my husband in college," she said. "He was
a teacher, too."
After retiring from teaching in 1985, Parks
remained busy. As someone who is always willing
to offer a helping hand, Parks is currently the president!of ladies activities at the Oaks Country Club,
an active church member and youth group leader
and she plays both golf and tennis. Parks is also
active at the Murray Calloway Senior Citizens
Center where she enjoys playing cards with her
peers.
Along with her other hobbies, Parks is an alumni
association member who pays her dues each year
to support the University.
Said Parks: "They call me every year asking me if
I would like to continue paying my dues and 1 say
'yes' every time."
Contact Taylor at ataylor2@murraystate.edu.
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Homecoming celebrates history, tradition
Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer
It's that time of year again, Racers.
Time for parades. Time for tailgating and games of cornhole as far as
the eye can see. It's time for Racer
football and maybe even a win.
It's time for Homecoming, but what
is it exactly that is being celebrated?
In theory, it celebrates the alma
mater, a part of the festivities that
quickly gets lost in the wash.
After its founding in 1922, Murray
State opened its doors as Murray
State Normal School on Sept. 23, 1923.
The first classes to be offered were
exclusively for those seeking to be
teachers and were housed in the first
floor of Murray High School until
Murray State's first building, Wrather
Hall, could be finished.
With no dorms until 1925, students
were forced to commute in its first
two years of operation.
The University had four different
names before becoming Murray State
University. The names came after
sequences of improvements to the

Jordie Oetk(•n/7he News

The Rainey T. Wells statue stands outside of Pogue library in the Ouad. Wells established what Is
now Murray State University in 1922 and Is the reason for the annual Homecoming celebration.
courses and degrees offered changed.
ln the mean time. the traditions of
Murray State shifted and grew as
well.
The first of the much beloved
Murray State traditions sprouted in

1938 with Phi Mu Alpha fraternity as
a fundraiser and has become the
longest running student-produced
fundraiser anywhere in the south.
Campus Lights, a musical performance held every year for 72 consec-

UnMw~My kn

utive years, including last year's production of "The Music Man," has
become a different kind of fundraiser,
and now helps provide scholarships
for students in the music department.
Not to be outdone, Sigma Alpha
Iota started All-Campus Sing 20 years
later, and the show currently helps to
raise money for the sorority's various
philanthropies.
Three years after Roy Stewart
Stadium was built in 1973, Racer 1
made its first appearance. Violet
Cactus, the first Racer l. made laps
around the stadium after every touchdown before she died in 1984. Since
then, multiple horses have filled the
role, and the mascot continues its
run.
This is what Murray State is about.
Over the course of a nearly 100year history, Murray State has progressed from a school exclusively for
teachers with a single building to a
University respected for what it
offers students and for what those
students become.
Contact ledbetter
at kyra.
ledbctter@murraystate.edu.
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Calendar of Homecoming events
Friday

Saturday

• to 6 p.m.
resident's Reception. Mix and mingle with Randy Dunn at the Sid Easley
umni Center.
frican American Alumni Reunion 2010 Welcome Reception/ Registration.
lp by the Sid Easley Alumni Center and visit with alumni and friends. Pkk up
ur tickets for events you have pre-registered for.

8 a.m. to 9:30 a.m.
•25th Annual College of Education Homecoming Breakfast. Join old friends,
classmates and faculty for great food and fellowship at Murray Middle School
Cafeteria. Cost: $5 for adults, $2.50 for children. Reservations are required.
Contact Kdlie Harlan at 809-3817 or kellie.harlan@coe.murraystatc.edu.
•"M" Club Breakfast. Curris Center Large Ballroom. Sponsored by Murray State
athletics. Cost: $15 a person. Reservation deadline: Oct. 5. For information, contact Crystal Morrow at 809-3746 or crystal.morrow@murraystate.edu.

).m.
)th Annual 5K Run through campus. Entry fee: $15; $20 day of race. Prt.•·reg·
rants receive T·shirts on race day. Check in; 4 p.m. at the Wellness Center.
izes will be awarded to 1st place finishers in each age group, male and female.
r information call Campus Recreation at 809-6791.

• JO p.m.
• A New Era in Agriculture" Homecoming Picnic. Fellowship, fun and food for
School of Agriculture alumni and family. Children and family activities begin at
5.30 p.m.• including a corn maze, pony rides. petting zoo, duck races, cornhole,
hay loft slide, climbing wall, swings, petal tractors and inflatable horses. Dinner
and program begins at 6:30 p.m. Dress is casual. Cost is $10 per person and
reservations are required. Contact the School of Agriculture at 809-3328.
6p.m.
•Biology Alumni Dinner honoring 2010 Distinguished Biology recipient Vicki
Funk, '69 '75, Senior Research Botanist and Curator at the Smithsonian
I~stitution and Biology Outstanding Professor Timothy Johnson. Curris Center
S(ables. Reservations required. Deadline: Oct. 2. Cost: $18 a person. Call 8093001 for reservations.
•Football Alumni Banquet honoring former Racer football members. Murray
Country Club. Cocktails begin at 6 p.m. with dinner at 7 pm. Cost: $30 per person. Reservations required. For more information call 809-6800.
·~ursing Alumni Banquet honoring nursing alumni. Curris Center Mississippi
Room. Registration begins at 6 p.m. with dinner at 6:30 p.m. Cost: $25 per person. Reservations required. For more information call 809-6662.

9:30a.m.
• Homecoming Parade, featuring Michael Proctor '90 of Bourbonnais, Ill., as
Grand Marshal, and the Racer Band. Begins downtown and ends at 15th and
Main streets on campus. For information, caU the Student Government
Association at 809-6951.
10:30 a.m.
•Mixed 8's Varsity vs. Alumni. Join the Murray State rowing team for a morning
of rowing at Kenlake State Park. Former crew members and participants can
meet at the boathouse at 10 a.m.
lla.m.
•African American Historical Marker Commemoration. Quad area behind
Pogue Library untill1:30 a.m.
•Sid Easley Alumni Center will be open until2:30 p.m.
•21st Annual Tent City Homecoming Festival. Roy Stewart Stadium. Tents for
academic colleges. athletics, Murray Training School alumni, University
Bookstore, Alumni Association, residential colleges, Greek row and more.
Variety of food available. Free admission, open to the public. Enter through the
north or south end zone gates. For information, contact Sabrina Mathis at 809·
3279 or sabrina.mathis@murraystate.edu.
2:30p.m.
•Homecoming pre-game festivities. Roy Stewart Stadium. Includes crowning of
the 2010 Homecoming King and Queen.

7 p.m.
• \ 1iss Black and Gold Pageant. The brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha Inc. present the
n m ual pageant at Wrather Museum. At the door tickets available for $17.

• \1urray State Varsity Rowing vs. Alumni Volleyball. Join the rowing team as
they enjoy a night of volleyball fun. Carr Health North Gym.
7:30p.m.
•CMT on Tour presents Miranda Lambert, special guest Eric Church and introducing Josh Kelley. An explosive night of entertainment at the CFSB Center, formerly RSEC. For tickets, call the ticket office at 809-3000. For more information,
contact Susan Darnell at 809-4895. Tickets also available at www.ticketmaster.
com.
•''A Doll's House", hy Henrik Ibsen, at the Robert E. Johnson Theater on campus. Presented by the theater department. A late 1800's dramatic piece about the
role of women in society. Tickets are $10 and reservations are recommended by
calling the theatre department at 809-4421.
10 p.m. to midnight
African American Alumni Reunion Mixer. Join alumni and friends for a mixer
at the Curris Center Stables. Cost is $15 per person and includes admission to
the Friday and Saturday night mixers. Reservations required by Sept. 24.

This page
sponsored by
www.yourlifeyourbank.com
·www.facebook.com/yourlifeyourbank

Jll

CFSB COMMUNrrY FINANCIAl. SF.RVJCES BANK

3p.m.
•Murray State vs. Missouri State, Roy Stewart Stadium. Tickets are $12 for adult
reserved bleacher seats ($8 fot children 3·18), $7 for general admission ($4 for
children 3-18). Reserved chair seats are $14 and must be purchased in advance.
For tickets, call the ticket office at 809-3000. For more information, contact
Susan Darnell at 809-4895. Tickets also available at www.ticketmaster.com.
6 to 7:45 p.m.
•African American Alumni Banquet featuring guest speaker Daffney Moore, '97,
of St. Louis. Curris Center Large Ballroom. Cost is $30 per person. Reservations
required by Sept. 24.
7p.m.
•Murray State Rowing Dinner. Join crew members and alumni for the prcsen·
tation of the Homecoming Cup at the Jesse D. Jones Clock Tower. Dinner is a
$15 donation that will help support team needs.
7:30p.m.
•''A Doll's House", by Henrik Ibsen, at the Robert E. Johnson Theater on campus. Presented by the theater department. A late 1800's dramatic piece about the
role of women in society. Tickets arc $10 and reservations are recommended by
calling the theater department at 809-4421.
•NPHC Annual Step Show. Lovett Auditorium. Cost is $15 per person. Tickets
available at the door for $17 per person.
10 p.m. to midnight
African American Alumni Reunion Mixer. Join alumni and friends for a mixer
at the Faculty Club near Cutchin Fieldhouse. Cost is $15 per person and includes
admission to the Friday and Saturday night mixers. Reservations required by
Sept. 24.
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Homecoming
Court
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KING CANDIDATES

QUEEN CANDIDATES

Logan Davis

Brittany Davis

senior from Boaz, Ky.

senior from Morganfield, Xy.

Cameron Gish

Lucy Love

senior from Owensboro, Ky.

senior from Simpsonville, Ky.

Jeremiah Johnson

Kirby O'Donoghue

junior from Hopkinsville, Ky.

senior from West View, Ky.

Travis Taylor

Meredith Stevenson

senior from Almo, Ky.

senior from Madisonville, Ky.

Luke Welch
senior from Murray

Sheila Wilson

Photo courtesy Qf Murrar State Alumni Association

senior from Glencoe, Ky.

Front row from left Sheila Wilson. Brittany Davis, Kirby O'Donoghue, Meredith Stevenson and Lucy Love
Back row from left: Luke Welch, Jeremiah Johnson, Cameron Glsh, Travis Taylor and Logan Davis
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Tropics Tanning SalOn ~
901 Coldwater Rd:
Murray, KY 42071
270.753.8477
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Purchase Monthly Unlimited
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-----------------Mon-Wed
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§unday: Buy one Pizza. get: one FREE
(Lirnit:ed to 5 Pizza!i)

•

Open 7 days a week/
Mon. - Thurs.
8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Fri. 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sun. 12 p.m. - 6 p.m.
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YOUR FREE GIFT

" BAILEY BUTTON
TRIPLET" In grey,
chestnut, black
or chocolate.
$180

WITI-ft PURCHASE!
Receive an UGG• Australia
key chain when you purchase •
any regula r-price UGG•
Australia footwear tor
women. While supplies last.

"Caspla"
In gravy. $150
··Cic'.taSIQ-~y·•

1n ~1/#~Yei ot block... .

•CJaulc: Tall"
In choootme. J 110

..Batley Button"

In chestnut~ $150

Styles. colors and sites :may yar:y by store.CaM 1·100-345·5273 to ~nd a Dillard's store near you.

IJ~ l1 Dil~

..Daleota" In black
or red. $100

..Battey"
In tnm:t

! no

